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lntroduuion 
In winter 1996, a ghost-faced killer terrified audiences in movie theatres across the 
United States. When Scream debuted, audiences had a very unique reaction to the film. Indeed, 
more than reacting to the film, moviegoers interacted with it. In numerous theatres, moviegoers 
snuck in "ghost masks" that were identical to the one worn 
by the film's main villain. During the film, they scared other 
audience members and shouted back at the screen, and later 
returned to see the film over and over again. For Wes 
Craven, the director of Scream, this audience enthusiasm 
made his horror film particularly profitable. In its opening 
weekend, the film grossed $6,354,586 at American box 
offices, a truly impressive sum for a horror film. 3 As people 
began talking about the film, it continued to lure in audiences 
and did not begin to decline in sales until mid-January. 4 
Parents even took their children and young adults made it a 
romantic date. This indisputable financial success and sensational reputation must be explained. 
Why did Americans rush out to movie theatres to be scared? Did they in fact have an insatiable 
desire to be petrified? What accounts for the interaction audiences had with the film during its 
many screenings? Why did Americans dress up as and celebrate the ghost-faced killer of the 
3 The Numbers Website: www.the-numbers.com [accessed April 5, 2008]. 
4 Ibid. 
film? Such questions have prompted this body of work and an examination of the horror film 
and horror film culture in U.S . history. 
The phenomenon of Scream could not have been possible had it not been for the creation 
and development of monster show culture in the United States, which dates to the 1920s and had 
cemented itself within U.S. culture by 1932. The term "monster show culture" requires some 
aims to demonstrate is that, unlike any other film genre in the 
United States, the horror film has its own 
distinct culture that surrounds, defines, and 
perpetuates it. Monster show culture is a 
term that this study has designated to label 
this phenomenon in U.S . history. The 
definition of "culture," that is the practices, 
customs, and rituals of a society, also 
characterizes monster show culture in American society. In his influential book, Culture as 
History, Warren Susman wrote that the study of culture often incorporates "images, sounds, and 
objects of use and enjoyment,"5 which in turn tell the history of people. In that light, Americans 
translated their hopes, fears, and fantasies in their actions. The goods that they bought, the 
magazines that they read, and the films that they chose to see all symbolized their ideals, values, 
and hopes for personal fulfillment. Monster show culture is a subset of the larger culture, with 
its own specific set of practices, customs, and rituals. Films that belong to monster show culture 
are those that inspire audience participation and portray the "monster" of the picture in a heroic 
light. Scream fulfills these qualifications, and is thus one of our modern age horror films that 
thrives on the culture of the monster show. Audiences were terrified by the ghost-faced killer in 
5 Warren I. Sussman, Culture as Hist01y, [New York: Pantheon Books, 1984], xi. 
2 
the film, but they also wanted to be him, if only for a brief period of time. The monster of the 
film was authoritative, fashionable, and dominating. When moviegoers wore the mask of this 
serial killer, they imagined themselves entitled to the same characteristics of the monster in the 
film. Often in U.S . culture, fear goes hand in hand with humor. Thus, the thrill of watching the 
film and of scaring fellow audience members is part of the combination of terror and teasing, 
which has been prevalent in the United States since the birth of horror films. Throughout this 
study, the creation and evolution of monster show culture will be explored as a cultural 
institution that was created by film studios and American moviegoers. 
There are three major time periods that explain the rise of the horror film in U.S. history. 
As will be attested, one cannot undermine the significance that the German horror cinema had on 
U.S. film studios. Before 1919, the year of release for Germany' s first horror picture, The 
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari , there simply were no domestic horror films in the United States. When 
U.S. moviegoers approved of the film ' s content and voiced their favorable opinion of the horror 
genre, U.S. studios changed course dramatically. While the German horror films were selling 
out to American moviegoers in the 1920s, several American film studios began experimenting 
with the horror film simultaneously. Elaborate silent films such as The Hunchback of Notre 
Dame (1923) and The Phantom ofthe Opera (1925) proved to be prototypes of the emerging 
genre and laid the foundation for the 1931 monster movies. So then, the 1920s was a crucial 
decade of German horror influences and of American horror experimentation. Following the 
important 1920s, 1931 ushered in two horror films that were unashamedly macabre and ghastly. 
As it happened, Dracula and Frankenstein solidified the existence of horror in the American film 
industry and strengthened the young monster show culture tremendously. Horror film posters of 
the 1930s are fascinating to examine, and in so doing one can clearly view the shift in advertising 
3 
that took place over the course of 1931 . The end result was the creation of a horror film poster 
that celebrated the monster and glorified the horror film within our society; this basic layout and 
design of the horror film remains prevalent today. Lastly, the year 1932 will be examined in 
some detail as it witnessed "America's horror explosion." In 1930, there were no domestically 
produced horror films in the United States. In 1931 , there were two. But by 1932 there were 
over a dozen. The genre literally exploded on the screen in 1932, and, therefore, this watershed 
year requires some explanation and analysis. 
Like other fields, the study of the horror film and of monster show culture is on-going, as 
filmmakers reinvent the genre and Americans continue to be fascinated and entertained. Horror 
came about amid one of America's worst economic periods in history, when cultural change and 
uncertainty overwhelmed Americans regardless of gender, race, or class. Uncertainty and 
progress, themes that ultimately characterized American society in the 1930s, carried over to the 
silver screen. Rather than increase their faith in political or religious figures , Americans turned 
to the monsters they encountered in movie theatres; in so doing they helped create the American 
monsters that we continue to celebrate today. In the American horror picture, our monsters are 
our heroes. This body of work aims to explain the rise of the horror film in U.S. culture, 
describe the phenomenon of monster show culture that was created by both film studios and 
audiences, and identify the character of both the American monster and the American moviegoer 
in the early twentieth century. 
4 
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"Our heroes ore olwoys Demouoti£:" 
A Brief History of the U1 film Industry, 189J-1919 
"!sometimes think that the descendents of the pioneers who 
Mastered the plains are being conquered by the 
Wilderness of leisure. " 
-Mina Edison, wife of Thomas Edison, 19256 
6 Lary May, Screening Out the Past, [New York: Oxford University Press, 1980] , 22. 
5 
In 1893, Thomas Edison unveiled his newest invention at the Chicago World's Fair in the 
United States. 7 The American inventor, who had in fact commissioned several of his employees 
to design his technological invention, presented the kinetoscope to the fair crowds and received 
an enthusiastic response. The kinetoscope was one of the first "moving picture" devices in the 
world and, in a pamphlet describing its potential commentators described it as "the foremost 
among the creations of modern inventive genius," that could be utilized to enhance "the great 
potentials oflife."8 As this pamphlet suggested, films had been discussed as vehicles for social 
messages and for the benefit of society since their inception. 
By the late 1890s, "elaborate theatres began to spread down Broadway" in New York 
City; Chicago was experiencing much ofthe same.9 Originally, these grand edifices were 
designed to cater to the social elite and wealthy patrons of the nation's most populous cities. 
That changed quickly, however, and soon "movie palaces" were emerging throughout mass 
urban areas that catered specifically to working and lower-class audiences. The viewing 
experiences of the first silent films were dramatically different than any other social outing. In 
Screening Out the Past, film historian Lary May notes that: 
"Viewers sitting in the darkness watching a standardized, mass-produced film 
were much more easily influenced than by reading or watching a stage 
production. First, the person watching the screen was shown what to see rather 
than choosing for himself...he was watching a filmed story ... and could relax the 
active part of his mind, and enjoy the 'intimacy' of the silent medium" 10 
7 May, 22. 
8 May, 23. 
9 May, 32. 
10 May, 39. 
6 
Certainly, film was something unique in the history of U.S. social entertainment. As May points 
·out, moviegoers did not have creative input in the silent motion pictures; the new emerging film 
studios did. Nevertheless, audiences did benefit a great deal from this new form of 
entertainment. Working-class Americans utilized movie houses as social gatherings and places 
of leisure. The nickelodeon was an "urban living room" and this foundation was crucial for the 
developing monster show culture. By 1908, New York City contained 550 nickelodeons and 
movie houses throughout the city. 11 To the leaders of New York and the nation, however, these 
movie houses represented a decline in progress and the standards of decency. President 
Theodore Roosevelt believed that the movies fostered "illicit lovemaking and iniquity." 12 "Vice 
crusaders" emerged to condemn the young film industry as a "social evil" and lobbied for their 
closures.13 To "moral" Americans, the new film industry represented a great threat mainly 
because it was not regulated, and was capable of spreading "unsavory" messages and ideas to 
thousands of people. 
Amid the clamor and anti-film anxiety of the early 1900s, D.W. Griffith began designing 
an alternative purpose for the institution of films. 
Between 1908 and 1915, Griffith perfected the Victorian 
melodrama that dramatized social and cultural 
institutions with an "explicit Protestant tone." 14 Griffith 
had no reservations about the ultimate goal of his work. 
He asked his fellow filmmakers and critics outright, 
"Are we not making the world safe for 
democracy, American democracy, through motion 
11 May, 43. 
12 May, 44. 
13 Ibid. 
14 May, 61. 
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pictures? The increases of knowledge, the shattering of old superstitions, the 
sense of beauty have all gone forward with the progress of the screen. Our heroes 
are always democratic. The ordinary virtues of American life triumph. No 
Toryism. No Socialism." 15 
For thousands of white, middle-class Americans, Griffith was transforming the cinema in a 
positive way. In 1915 Griffith directed his most famous picture in history, The Birth of a Nation, 
which united many white Americans behind his romantic idealization of racial inequality. 
Woodrow Wilson, who had been elected in 1914 as the first Southern President of the Untied 
States since the close of the Civil War, took a particular liking to Griffith and The Birth ofa 
Nation. The film glorified the Confederate cause ofthe Civil War, championed the Ku Klux 
Klan, and depicted African Americans as hyper-sexualized beasts that were determined to 
enslave white men and rape white women. Of these historical inaccuracies, President Wilson 
was quoted to say that, "my only regret is that it is all true ... [The Birth of a Nation] is like 
writing history with lightning." 16 D.W. Griffith and Woodrow Wilson represented a great 
conservative backlash that in many ways began "officially" in 1876 with the abandonment of 
Reconstruction. This new political attitude was primarily concerned with reversing the racial 
progress achieved in the 1860s and 1870s and reinforcing a degree of white, male, middle-class 
supremacy in the United States. These messages were translated into Griffith ' s films and proved 
that the cinema was capable of conveying social messages that could reach large audiences in 
effective ways. The Birth of a Nation also proved that films were able to convey social messages 
covertly without serious conviction. Despite its misleading message, The Birth of a Nation 
attracted a wide-ranging and profitable audience base by convincing middle-class white America 
to go to the movies. 
15 May, 61. 
16 Ibid. 
8 
From 1915 to 1918, the emerging American film industry experienced a dynamic 
"cultural reorientation" that saw the rise of the cult of celebrity in the United States and 
completely changed the meaning of the cinema.17 D.W. Griffith had argued that films ought to 
have a social message and thus benefit the "commonwealth of society," but the rising popularity 
of stars like Mary Pickford confirmed that most Americans were drifting away from his romantic 
epics. Instead of swallowing Griffith ' s ideas of 
reactionary politics, American moviegoers were attracted 
to new movie stars who pushed the boundaries, most 
notably Mary Pickford. Lary May describes these new 
stars as "cultural reformers," and that is a very good 
depiction oftheir cultural importance to the film 
industry. Pickford represented the transition from 
Victorianism to the twentieth century for both America 
and the American woman. Mary Pickford was a "female trailblazer" on screen and often 
wielded considerable power regarding her own finances and career choices within the film 
industry. 18 She was arguably one of the world ' s first "superstars," but that term is extremely 
relative. 19 Despite her many problematic roles in films , Pickford ' s popularity demonstrated that 
the cinema was still changing and coming into its own by 1919. Different genres were emerging 
which proclaimed that Griffith ' s romantic sentimental style would not have a monopoly on U.S. 
films . 
17 May, 96. 
18 Feeley, Kathleen , "Movie Review: Mary Pickford." The Journal of American History, vol. 93 , no. 3 [December 
2006]. 
19 Ibid . 
9 
On the eve of the first German horror wave in 1919-1920, Hollywood was also coming 
under intense scrutiny and scandal. In 1920, actress Olive Thomas died of alleged poisoning and 
rumors began to speculate about her relationship with Jack Pickford and life insurance policies 
that were taken out just before her death. 20 Before the rumors could die down, Roscoe Arbuckle, 
another popular actor of the early 1920s, was accused of rape and murder in 1921. Although the 
evidence seemed to favor Arbuckle's innocence, William Randolph Hearst and his many 
newspapers viciously attacked Arbuckle and ruined his career. 21 Across the nation, the young 
film industry found itself under attack and threatened with federal regulation. Women's clubs, 
church organizations, and other reform groups called for a censorship of Hollywood films, citing 
their lack of morals. Industry leaders in Hollywood realized that their reputation would soon be 
affecting their box office sales as well, so they decided to "clean up their act." Film studios 
united under the Motion Picture Producers and Directors Association (MPPDA) in 1922, led by 
William Harrison Hays. Hays became the unofficial "spokesman" for the film industry and he 
maintained veto power over films he found to be morally objectionable.22 The MPPDA, which 
was generally referred to as the "Hay's office," eventually calmed many of the anti-Hollywood 
groups and met personally with church and bank leaders, assuring them that Hollywood films 
would be "morally appropriate." Throughout his reign in Hollywood, Hays worked effectively 
at "improving" the image of Hollywood films, shaped the course of and output of the industry, 
and destroyed numerous careers in the process. Thus, the openness of the film industry was 
compromised to avoid government-led regulation and control. This changing environment, both 
in U.S. culture and the U.S. film industry in the 1920s, meant that Hollywood would have to shy 
away from controversial film content and genres, including horror. As the German horror films 
20 Robert Sklar, Movie-Made America, [New York: Random House, 1994], 132. 
21 Sklar, 82 . 
22 Sklar, 224. 
10 
debuted, U.S. film studios would be forced to experiment gingerly and obliquely with the horror 
genre. 
II 
23 Skal (2001 ), 37. 
"The cinemo mu~t evolve": 
The German Horror Wove, 1919-1911 
"Why Pay War-Tax To See German-Made Pictures? Boycott Caligari!" 
-Slogan from a placard of an ex-WWI soldier in the 
American Legion protest against Millers Theatre 
and the release of The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 1921 23 
12 
In May 1921, an enormous protest ensued at Miller's Theatre in Los Angeles that lasted 
eight and a halfhours. 24 The cause ofthe protest was the American release of the German film 
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari , which had originally debuted in Berlin in 1919. The reasons behind 
the great outcry against the film would prove to be very complex and intricate. By 1921, 
Hollywood was referring to the "new genre" that was becoming ever more popular in Germany 
in a variety of ways, some positive and some negative. Horror was not an American film 
concept, and there appeared to be no studio in Hollywood interested in horror experimentation 
circa 1921. The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari and the German horror concept were initially rejected 
by Hollywood, but that would change drastically in all but two years. 
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari was one of four German horror films to be imported to the 
United States in the early 1920s in what would become the first German horror wave in history. 
The Golem, Nosferatu, and Metropolis would follow and have an equal effect in convincing 
Hollywood to rethink its domestic genre output. Via box office sales and dazzling popularity, 
American moviegoers were sure to point out their approval of the new German films. They were 
immensely well-liked and incredibly fresh and cutting edge, something that Hollywood found 
itself struggling to achieve. Even the most stunning and successful U.S. films to date paled in 
comparison to the German horror films. D.W. Griffith's 1915 masterpiece The Birth of a Nation 
succeeded in technologically advancing the cinema, but the German films did the same while 
creating an entirely new genre as well. Over the course of the 1920s, Hollywood began to 
import German directors, cinematographers, and artistic creators. The initial rejection of horror 
24 Skal (2001), 37. 
13 
would tum into complete embracement by the end of the German wave. Thus, without a doubt, 
the first German horror wave had an enormous impact in the rise of the U.S. horror film. As will 
be discussed, American film studios experimented with the horror genre during the 1920s and 
relied heavily on the German horror films for successful products. The style and substance of 
the German horror picture would essentially become the foundation for American monster show 
culture. From the design of the "monster figure" to the visual artistry that shaped the gothic 
nature of the early horror films , these select German horror movies molded the U.S . horror films 
ofthe 1920s and 1930s. 
I 
Kenneth MacGowan, a film critic for the New York Times in 1921 , was quite honest in 
his review of the German horror picture, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. MacGowan had been 
present for the film's American debut in New York in April of 1921. In his review, he stated: 
"[Caligari] is the most extraordinary production yet seen . .. its narrative is far 
more exciting and gripping than our native pictures .. . but it should be a 
warning ... American producers have got to shake themselves out of the ruts of 
machine production and mere money-squandering and try to see the possibilities 
of their art"25 
MacGowan realized that The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari was unlike any picture produced in 
Hollywood and, as a member of the audience, he recognized very early on that U.S. moviegoers 
were pleased and thrilled by the new German horror picture. Of course, MacGowan ' s 
description of the New York audiences was merely his opinion. The significance of his review 
of 1921 was that critics had developed a pessimistic opinion of Hollywood and its artistic future. 
MacGowan was in agreement with many critics when he expressed his longing for a "more 
25 Margaret Herrick library New York Times Review, April 21 , 1921 : Collection #43 (Hereafter, Herrick #43 ) 
14 
exciting and gripping" domestic U.S. film. When audiences did not object to the macabre 
premise ofthe film, it spoke volumes as to the direction they wished U.S. films to go. Indeed, it 
was the ghastly content that moviegoers found to be the most exciting element of the film. 
Within the community of film and art critics, there was a general consensus that the U.S. studios 
were not daring enough to embark on such a new, fresh course in the cinema. Art critic Willard 
Huntington scoffed at the studios for their trepidation and urged them to recognize the 
opportunity behind the new horror genre, 
"Caligari represents the inevitable line in which the cinema must evolve, and the 
first American producer who has the insight, intelligence, and courage to tum in 
this direction will go down as ... the truly great man of the industry ... a change is 
necessary ... and the only possible change lies in the direction of the Caligari 
picture. "26 
Huntington was alluding to what he believed to be a "dry output" of U.S. films. In truth, the 
domestic films to date were financially successful and had sustained the U.S. film studios quite 
well. The problem that these two critics alluded to was the shortage of artistically innovative and 
fresh films. In America, the young film studios and directors in Hollywood were in no condition 
to gamble their reputations on an emerging genre that had yet to be fully tested. This trepidation 
created the initial hesitant and doubtful response from Hollywood studios. 
26 Herrick #43 Caligari Review 
15 
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari had great justification for the intense excitement and reprisal 
that it received in the United States. The film broke all the rules of cinematography. Much of 
this came from the post-war German Expressionism and Cubism that found a home within the 
German film industry post World War 
I. The sets for Caligari were intended 
to look dream-like and surreal. This 
design and inspiration was directly 
influenced by the disillusioning effects 
of German defeat in WWI. There was a 
sense of uncertainty and disbelief 
prevalent in Germany in 1919, with both the "Betrayal of Versailles" and subsequent economic 
calamity, and this translated quite vividly into the film. Rudolph Meinert, the film ' s art director, 
claimed the film was conceived as a ghost story told in 
an "insane style".27 "Insane" is a very good way to 
describe the film ' s overall environment. The film 
opened in the fictional town of Holstenwall at a local 
fair. While the actors appeared very realistic, the 
backdrops were shockingly dream like and surreal. 
The world of Caligari was filled with jagged shadows, 
abstract buildings, unusual lighting, and a dreamlike mist that constantly permeated the screen 
and gave the viewer the sensation of being in a trance or dreamlike state. The carnival itself was 
very surreal and foreboding. In one of the opening scenes, a short and plump gentleman attired 
in black appeared and was announced himself as "Dr. Caligari ." A county clerk gave him 
27 Mark A. Vieira, Hollywood Horror [New York: Harry N . Abrams Inc, 2003] , I 7. 
16 
trouble in issuing a permit to display his somnambulist at the fair and was mysteriously 
murdered during the night. From the beginning of the film, the audience was alerted to the 
devious nature of Dr. Caligari. As the film unfolded, the audience learned that the doctor had at 
his disposal a corpse-like body, named Cesare, who appeared to be the walking dead. Cesare 
slept in a coffin and had been hypnotized by Caligari . At night, the doctor controlled Cesare and 
sent him out to commit murder. Eventually the audience discovered that Caligari was the head 
of a mental asylum and had been hypnotizing Cesare for 20 years. Apparently the Doctor had 
been infatuated with an old German myth that 
described a great killer named Cesare who was 
controlled by a powerful master. In the climactic 
close of the film, Cesare was sent out to kill a 
young woman from the fair. He found himself so 
infatuated with the girl , however, that he 
momentarily broke the spell put on him by Dr. 
Caligari. Cesare abducted the girl instead, and ran away with her through the entangled German 
urban maze. Eventually the townspeople caught up to them, and Cesare died of exhaustion. As 
for Caligari, when he learned of Cesare ' s death he erupted in a rage and lost his mind. In the last 
image of the film , Caligari , apprehended and straight jacketed, muttered about his great Jove, 
Cesare. While no scholar has interpreted the sexual overtones, it is worth some consideration. 
The relationship between Dr. Caligari and Cesare was much more complex than it appeared. 
The tone of the film suggested that love existed at least on the part of Caligari, so he comes 
across as a tragically confused man much more than a devilish monster. While it has not been 
discussed in horror film scholarship, it appears that there are definitely some homosexual 
17 
undertones to Dr. Caligari and to Cesare and sexuality was very important to the first German 
horror film. 
Despite its enthusiastic premiere in New York City, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari received 
an unwelcome reception in Los Angeles in the spring of 1921. Los Angeles newspapers and the 
Hollywood film community were not prepared to embrace the German masterpiece 
wholeheartedly. Anti-German sentiment pervaded the reaction to the film and became a 
controversial issue throughout its western debut. William Randolph Hearst, the American media 
tycoon, came out strongly against the German picture. Hearst was heavily invested in the 
emerging U.S. film industry, so his attack on the film was likely motivated by both his own 
xenophobia and the protection of his own monetary interests; German-made pictures could earn 
him little money. Utilizing his newspapers to attack the film, Hearst attempted to ban it from 
Los Angeles theatres . The Los Angeles Examiner, one of many Hearst-owned newspapers, came 
out particularly strong against Caligari in 1921 . The argument against the film was essentially 
the same as the newspapers slogan, "America First."28 The Examiner ran stories that equated 
Caligari with the Joss of U.S. motion picture jobs and insinuated that American moviegoers were 
paying Germany' s war debt by seeing the film. In the American Legion chapters of Los 
Angeles, Hearst ' s newspapers played up xenophobia and the war wounds of U.S. veterans. 
Hearst asked his readers this telling question: "Why pay war tax to see German-made 
pictures?"29 This same question would reappear on numerous placards and banners during the 
protest at Millers Theater, which became the battleground for Caligari in Los Angeles. Nearly 
2,200 demonstrators, mainly veterans from WWI who had taken to Hearst ' s message of anti-
28 Skal (200 I), 3 I. 
29 Herrick #43 Los Angeles Examiner: April 2 I, I 92 I 
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Germania, descended on the theatre on May 15, 1921.30 The immense pressure from Hearst and 
the war veterans prompted Miller's to remove The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari from its schedule and 
showcase another film, but it was only a temporary victory for Hearst. By June, Caligari had 
rebounded and was growing in popularity throughout Los Angeles. The anger at Caligari that 
surfaced in 1921 did not have so much to do with its content, but instead with its origin. While 
Hearst definitely had significant influence within Hollywood, he did not solely control it. U.S. 
film studios began to recognize that Germany had something fresh, innovative, and popular, and 
parted ways with Hearst and the American Legion. The German horror picture had begun to 
morph its appearance from threat to opportunity. Hollywood began to exhibit signs that it was 
open to the new genre. 
That being said, 1919-1921 was not the time for the entry of Hollywood horror. The 
macabre story ofCaligari could not have been produced in the United States in 1919. The 
unique circumstances of interwar Germany allowed for relative artistic freedom in the film 
industry. For Hollywood producers, Germany represented a grave threat and an electrifying 
opportunity. When the director of the 1931 mystery film Svengali , Archie Mayo, commented 
on his inspiration for the film's artistic setting, he said simply, "The German films"31 And Mayo 
was not the only director that would be heavily influenced by Caligari. Directors Tod Browning 
of Dracula, and James Whale of Frankenstein would also rely heavily on German 
cinematography and art direction to create their own horror epics in 1931. 
It is very difficult to overstate the importance of The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. The film 
redefined the capabilities of motion pictures in the same manner as The Birth of a Nation had 
done in 1915. New film advancements such as "fade outs" and zoom techniques enhanced the 
30 Skal (2001), 37. 
3 1 Robert Spadoni, Uncanny Bodies, [London : University of California Press, 2007), 43 . 
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film's appearance. In truth, it appears that Caligari surpassed the achievements of The Birth of a 
Nation. Caligari had not only redefined the technologies and artistic license of the film industry, 
it also debuted a new genre to the world. For the Goldwyn Company in Hollywood, who 
eventually bought the rights for the U.S. release of the German horror picture, Caligari was 
extremely financially rewarding and successful. It also marked the beginning of a German wave 
ofhorror films that would completely change the tastes of U.S. moviegoers. 
II 
Immediately following the release of The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, U.S . moviegoers were 
greeted by the second film of the German horror wave, Der Golem or, The Golem: How He 
Came into the World, which was a retelling of an old Jewish folk tale. It emerged from the same 
expressionist community within the German film industry that produced Caligari, although Der 
Golem did not garner the same amount of controversy or produce as much tension as Caligari . 
Instead, the film, which was certainly a hit with audiences, was studied by young American film 
makers who came to understand that the success of the German horror industry lay in its 
disturbing content and bizarre artistic designs. 
Der Golem premiered like any other foreign film in the U.S . Beginning in New York, 
then traveling West to Los Angeles, the film encountered virtually no hostility. William 
Randolph Hearst did not oppose the film, and the Los Angeles Examiner remained quiet on the 
latest German debut. In contrast to Caligari, there are few exciting tales to tell about the U. S. 
release of Der Golem in 1921 , because there simply was not a heated reaction to the film. 
Audiences, critics, and the studios seemed to agree that the film was very entertaining and indeed 
very notable as one of the new films coming out of Germany. The film centered on the character 
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of the Golem, played by German film star Paul Wegener. The Golem was a clay figure brought 
to life by a Jewish Rabbi to murder anti-Semites and protect the Jewish people in the 16th 
Century. That this film was very popular in Germany when it 
was released in 1920 is utterly fascinating, although the 
Judaism as portrayed in the film was in many ways a double-
edged sword. While the Jewish peoples of Europe were 
viewed as in need of protection, they were also portrayed as 
sinister, conniving, and capable of brutality in order to protect 
their people. Again, the German picture featured expressionist 
settings and backdrops. The expressionistic view of sixteenth 
century Prague was visually stunning. The clay figure 
eventually became a nuisance to the Jewish community. While the Golem started out murdering 
only anti-Semites, he soon began killing indiscriminately. Like Caligari, Der Golem portrayed 
cold-blooded murder in a gruesome fashion. At the end of the film, the pure heartedness of a 
child eventually fooled the "clay body without a soul" and returned him to his origins. 
The significance of Der Golem was its impact on Hollywood's leading artists, directors, 
and designers. When Hollywood made its first entries into the horror genre, the crews were 
consistently made up of Germans, many of whom credited Der Golem on their resumes. Karl 
Freund, the Prussian-born cinematographer of Der Golem would be hired by Universal to be the 
head cinematographer in Tod Browning' s Dracula in 1931 , and would later go on to direct The 
Mummy in 1932.32 Edgar G. Ulmer, assistant director onDer Golem, would also be hired by 
Universal and would begin his U.S. horror career in 1925 when he was commissioned as set 
32 Vieira, 17. 
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director on The Phantom of the Opera.33 He later went on to write scripts and direct the Edgar 
Allen Poe horror film series for Universal, including The Black Cat in 1934. James Whale, the 
iconic director of Frankenstein in 1931, studied Der Golem extensively. By studying the 
movements of the clay giant in Der Golem, Whale came to "feel sorry for the goddamn 
monster,"34 and thus drew on this portrayal to immortalize Mary Shelley's monster. When the 
Frankenstein monster moves, attempts to speak, and scowls, for example, he is acting very 
similar to the Golem. 
Der Golem represents a very important shift in the attitude of Hollywood filmmakers 
towards horror. The film validated Caligari in a number of ways, demonstrating that it was not a 
fluke or an anomaly, but the beginning of something new. Both German films had made money 
in the states, and both stirred a kind of popularity and enthusiasm that was frankl y 
unprecedented. The failure of anti-German voices like William Randolph Hearst to kill the film 
was also terribly significant; the anti-German sentiments that had come out so strongly against 
the German horror industry in 1921 all but disappeared. Never again would a riot be provoked 
over a German horror film. Hollywood had caved in, and was prepared to do what it did best, 
import talent from overseas, label it its own, and profit from it. 
III 
The third film of the German horror wave was more 
controversial and scandalous than any that had come before or would 
come after, but for very different reasons . Nosferatu, eine Symphonie 
des Grauens (Symphony of Horror) was the most gruesome and macabre horror film yet 
33 Skal (200 I ), 177. 
34 Vieira, 37. 
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produced in Germany, and hit European theatres in 1922. It was elaborately conceived and 
brilliantly shot. The actors underwent truly groundbreaking makeup effects and artistic license 
to create the visionary characters of director F.W. Murnau. Ultimately, the film was immensely 
popular and its shocking content aided its box office sales, but Nosferatu was also an 
unauthorized adaptation ofBram Stoker's 1897 novel, Dracula. The decision by German 
studios to go ahead with the project without permission from Florence Stoker, the widow of 
Bram Stoker, would prove costly and ultimately ruinous for those involved in the picture. It 
would also be a terrible risk for Hollywood studios to release the film in the United States. Their 
decision on what to do with Nosferatu slowly became an indication of their developing interests 
in the horror genre. By the end of 1922, it became quite clear to Florence Stoker and Germany 
that the U.S. film industry was ready to commit to and support the horror genre. 
In 1921, there had appeared a Hungarian film entitled, The Death of Drakula in Europe. 
The film was not a horror film at all, but did evoke the imagery of Bram Stoker's "Count 
Dracula" to describe the process of going insane. The lead character evidently believed he was 
turning into Dracula, but it was later revealed that he suffered from a mental illness that caused 
him to have horrible delusions. Florence Stoker did not hear about the film when it was released 
because it was not popular and fell flat at the box offices in Europe. 35 However, in 1922, when 
Nosferatu came to her attention, she discovered the reference to her husband's work in the 
Hungarian film and filed a strong lawsuit against the company. Compared to the lawsuit she 
would later file against German film Nosferatu, it was rather mild. Florence Stoker was a 
sophisticated English widow who considered herself to be the emblem of Victorian society. This 
included objections to all things "foul" and "grotesque." She had not approved ofthe German 
horror film The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari and she never wanted her husband's work to tum into a 
35 David J.Skal , Hollywood Gothic, [New York: Faber and Faber Inc, 2004], 90 (Hereafter Skal2004). 
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film either.36 Although royalties from the novel Dracula paid for her comfortable lifestyle, 
Stoker personally objected to what she considered its obscene content. When Nosferatu 
appeared, she dedicated her life to suppressing the film, calling repeatedly for its destruction.37 
The film represented to her not only plagiarism of her husband's work, but also the depravity of 
the cinema. She also dreaded the possibility of the world viewing her husband ' s ghastly book on 
film , and, as a result, became the film's most fierce and ardent opponent, eventually bankrupting 
many involved with the film . 
Nosferatu was the inspiration ofF.W. Murnau, who 
described himself as a "visionary pictorialist."38 Murnau had a 
dark vision of the cinema and was a bit of a risk to any studio 
that hired him. The myth ofMurnau's strangeness and 
eccentricities was the subject of the 2000 film Shadow of the 
Vampire , which portrayed Murnau in search of a "real" 
vampire to play the role of Count Orlock. While much of this 
is popular mythmaking, one cannot deny the darkness that 
surrounded his films, especial Nosferatu . For the lead role of 
Count Orlock, (the revised role of Count Dracula) Murnau cast Max Schreck, an equally 
unconventional player in the German cinema. Together they envisioned a character and film 
quite differently than Bram Stoker had envisioned in his novel of 1897. Count Or lock was tall , 
bald and had pointed ears. His hands possessed unnaturally long fingers with grotesque 
fingernails and the power to crush skulls with little effort. To audiences of 1922, and arguably to 
audiences today as well, Count Orlock was a very frightening apparition on the silver screen. As 
36 Skal (200 I), 51 . 
37 Skal (2001), 53. 
38 Skal (2004), 97. 
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with the other German films, Nosferatu relied heavily on German Expressionism to create its 
eerie tone and atmosphere. Mumau experienced complete artistic freedom from the German film 
studio, Prana Films, and utilized this opportunity to make his film as grotesque as possible. He 
did not shy away from showing blood on camera, and he erased any notion of sympathy from the 
Orlock/Dracula character. Yes, he was doomed to eternity as a 
vampire, but he enjoyed it. He took pleasure in drinking blood 
and tormenting young girls. Although much ofthe scholarship 
of the film labels it a stylistic failure in terms of lighting, Mumau 
intentionally left scenes darker than expected. 39 The audience 
had to strain themselves to keep track of Count Or lock. Much of 
the plot line in the film was very similar to the original Dracula 
novel, but all names were changed in an attempt to keep the 
production out of trouble. Of course, this did not deter Florence Stoker from filing a lawsuit 
against the film and those involved in producing it. 
By the end of 1923, Florence Stoker had succeeded in putting Mumau and Schreck out of 
business and Prana Films filed for bankruptcy in 1923 after a strenuous lawsuit with Stoker.40 
Officially, the film was banned, but that did not prevent it from spreading west. Black market 
copies of the film appeared in London, Paris, New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles in the same 
year. 41 In a desperate attempt to destroy the picture's credibility, Stoker urged the western film 
studios to obliterate all copies of Nosferatu. 42 Her plea went unanswered. Instead, in the United 
States film studios began showing the illegal film. Further, MOM and Paramount, both of whom 
39 Vieira, 17. 
40 Skal (2004), 96. 
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had made money on Caligari and The Golem did not hesitate to advertise its new German horror 
picture as a banned commodity : "Nosferatu cannot die ... Banned in Europe!. .. Be careful!. .. Be 
Shocked! ... Be Thrilled!"43 This type of advertising heightened the popularity ofthe film, and 
MGM took advantage of the opportunity. The U.S. film studios had made an intriguing decision. 
In the case of decorum versus plagiarism, they had sided with the latter; they had, in fact, sided 
with the horror picture. 
IV 
The last German horror film of the first wave was by far the most extravagant. Fritz 
Lang, a rising director in the German film industry, wanted to bring forth a German horror 
masterpiece that would surpass anything yet produced in Germany. The film that he ultimately 
created in 1926-27, Metropolis , was indeed an impressive spectacle that redefined the horror 
boundaries. Unlike the other German films, Metropolis was an American-German collaboration. 
While the film was produced in Germany with all German actors, it was financially backed by 
both Paramount and MGM. Metropolis was by far the most important German film in terms of 
demonstrating Hollywood's involvement in the horror genre. 
Metropolis was a futuristic horror film set in the year 2026. In the film, robots were 
created and molded after young women by a mad 
scientist. The futuristic German world was one of 
diabolical proportions. Underground beneath the 
futuristic city, workers dwelled away to support the 
mad leaders above. Many undertones in the film 
43 Skal (2004 ), 88. 
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alluded to the pro-Communist sympathies that prevailed in Germany immediately following 
WWI and the Treaty of Versailles and before the rise of the Nazi Party. While the plot line falls 
flat in many areas, the scope ofthe picture remains very impressive. Metropolis had a cast of 
750 people and 31,000 extras. 44 Fritz Lang spent an entire year filming his imaginary, futuristic 
city and by the time he was done he had a film over four hours long.45 To complete his unique 
vision, Lang had an enormous budget of 5.3 million marks.46 The German film industries could 
not pay this price tag by itself, so Lang looked to the U.S. to assist in realizing his vision. By 
this time, Hollywood was ready to get into the horror business and Paramount and MGM both 
jumped at the opportunity to invest heavily in Lang' s project. This decision was crucial in the 
evolution of the U.S. horror film. While the American studios were not yet prepared to produce 
full-fledged horror films of their own, they were quite prepared to invest wholeheartedly in the 
German horror pictures. In a sense, the last German horror film of the first wave was partly 
44 Vieira, 18. 
45 Ibid . 
46 Ibid . 
47 Ibid. 
America's first as well. 
When Metropolis hit U.S. theaters in 1927, it had been 
trimmed of its four hours and was turned into a two-hour 
horror epic. Variety said of the film, "Nothing of the sort has 
ever been filmed before .. . Its effect is positively 
overwhelming. From a photographic and directorial 
standpoint, it is something entirely original."47 Metropolis 
impressed both critics and audiences alike. It was a success 
for both German and the U.S . studios. Paramount and MGM 
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both made profits on their investment and Fritz Lang went down in cinematic history as a "horror 
master. "48 Oddly, Metropolis has been overlooked in recent horror scholarship. Yet, the film 
deserves recognition for its tremendous impact on the U.S. cinema and for the opportunity it 
provided for both Paramount and MGM. The film had proved that Hollywood was ready to take 
some risks with the horror genre. While the German expressionist films were coming to a close, 
the U.S . film studios were just getting started; and they had a lot to prove to U.S. moviegoers. 
v 
It is interesting to speculate what would have happened to the horror picture had the 
German film industry not collapsed shortly following the production of Metropolis. It is quite 
possible that Hollywood would have continued to invest in German horror pictures, and not 
make any domestic horror films themselves. This would have allowed the studios to continue to 
play it safe, while still earning rewards at the box office. But, as it was, the German horror wave 
ended abruptly in the late 1920s. The Nazis rise to power and the chancellorship of Adolf Hitler 
in 1933 effectively ended creativity and artistic freedom in the German film industry. Like many 
other institutions in Germany, the film studios would be utilized for massive government-issued 
reeducation and propaganda. German horror was at a close for the time being, but U.S. studios 
were not willing to accept the demise of horror pictures altogether. They had just been 
convinced that horror could be fantastically successful and popular and the studios could not 
very well stop in 192 7. 
The re-orientation of the German film industry created an artistic gap in the global film 
community. Horror had solidified itself in the 1920s and proved to be a top-rate commodity. It 
48 Vieira, 20. 
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was the popularity ofthe German horror films that prompted Hollywood to assume the role of 
the horror-producer in the 1920s. Horror represented a fantastic opportunity for struggling B-
List studios such as Universal Pictures. A great shift had occurred in the 1920s with the German 
horror films . U.S. moviegoers had signaled that they approved of the new genre; box office 
records could not be disputed. So, the transition in Hollywood began. Before Dracula emerged 
in 1931 , a great deal of this story unfolded at a small , B-List production company in Los Angeles 
called The Universal Motion Picture Manufacturing Company. 
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The 1'20~: 
Horror lxperimentotion ond the Development of the 
American Mon~ter 
49 Skal (2004), 103 . 
"A nurse will be in attendance for all showings ... " 
-Disclaimer attached to the release of 
The Phantom of the Opera, 192549 
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After examining the success and impact of the German horror films , it seems quite 
tempting to dismiss the American quasi-horror films of the 1920s. Indeed, the United States 
produced no horror films that compared to the films coming out of Germany in the 1920s, but it 
would be incorrect to assume that the United States film industry was not attempting to create an 
American horror genre themselves during the same period. As early as 1914, U.S. filmmakers 
had been experimenting with domestic horror films. As has already been noted, most of these 
efforts were unsuccessful and surely did not compare to the daring and success of the German 
films. However, it is a gross overstatement to assert that the U.S. film industry suddenly came to 
an epiphany with Dracula in 1931. While 1931, as we shall see, was the beginning of the 
modern U.S. horror film , the American film industry had a longer history of experimentation 
within the horror genre. In fact , prior to 1931, the developing Hollywood studios often found 
themselves turning traditional stories into quasi-horror productions. Universal Studios became 
most famous with this method, most notably with The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1923) and The 
Phantom ofthe Opera (1925), both ofwhich will be discussed in this chapter. Thus, it is crucial 
to the understanding of the American horror film to take a step back and examine the United 
States horror home front in the 1920s. 
From D.W. Griffith to Tod Browning, American film directors experimented with the 
horror film throughout the 1920s. Through the successes and failures of such ventures, the 
emerging film studios were able to gauge the interests of American moviegoers. Slowly, but 
surely, U.S . studios were creating the horror film with their own distinctive styles. So then, until 
1931, we must view horror films in the U.S . as something of an experiment that was slowly 
catching the imaginations of numerous directors , actors, and audiences throughout the nation. 
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With the aid of the German influence, the American horror film was defining itself in the 1920s 
and simultaneously laying the foundation for the American monster show. 
There is a conventional image in U.S. culture that aims to label the period of the 1920s as 
"The Roaring Twenties." That classification is problematic, as not all Americans found the 
freedom to "roar" equally. The 1920s should be remembered for the drastic changes and shifts 
that occurred in U.S. society and culture. A 1929 article, written by John J. Raskob, was entitled 
"Everybody Ought to be Rich," and certainly classified Americans and their developing 
consumer mentality. 50 This very interesting period in U.S. history was in many ways the story of 
the middle-class American who hoped to make it rich in the post-WWI economy. Historian 
RobertS . McElvaine goes so far as to say that "American society .. . came into the 
twenties ... preoccupied with the single-minded pursuit ofriches."51 There can be no disputing 
that the American consumer market was emerging in the 1920s and solidifying itself within the 
"American dream." The rise of the automobile and of public amusements and entertainment 
completely changed the face of the American consumer. The 1920s brought more drastic change 
than any other decade. In his study of public amusements, Going Out, historian David Nasaw 
argues that the new medi urn of film brought white Americans together through the stigmatization 
of African Americans. 52 Certainly, this must be taken into account, since this study, regrettably, 
can mention no achievements by African American actors, directors, or critics, as they were 
ostracized and segregated from the U.S. film industry and especially the horror film. The 1920s 
then ushered in a new consumer market in the United States that was inheritably white and 
middle-class. Amid this decade of cultural change the story of the U.S . horror film unfolded. 
50 RobertS. McElvaine, The Great Depression, [New York: Random House, 1993], 42 . 
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Carl Laemmle Sr. was born in Laupheim, Germany in 1867, just two years after the Civil 
War had concluded in the United States. 53 He immigrated to the United States in 1884, 
eventually settling in Chicago as a bookkeeper. 54 As film emerged as a medium in the United 
States, Laemmle saw its tremendous popularity and potential and began purchasing 
"nickelodeons," which he rented out to local movie palaces in the Chicago area. Within a few 
short years, Laemmle was supporting himself and his family with his new film enterprise, The 
Independent Motion Picture Company. 55 As film companies moved West to Los Angeles, 
California, Laemmle decided to follow. He was able to convince three other Chicago film 
distributors to join him and merge their companies. Power's Picture Company, Champion Films, 
and American Eclair all joined with 
Laemmle and developed a plan for a 
California film studio. 56 By 1914, Laemmle 
had settled on a 235-acre plot in the San 
Fernando Valley, just outside Los 
Angeles. 57 In 1915, upon the grand opening 
53 Tony Thomas , The Best ji-om Universal, [New York: The Vestal Press, 1990], I . 
54 Ibid. 
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of his new film studio, Laemmle turned the key (which had been cast out of pure gold upon his 
request) that opened the gates of what he called "Universal City."58 The Universal Motion 
Picture Manufacturing Company had been founded and, unbeknownst to Carl Laemmle or any of 
his associates, a tremendous ally to the horror film had been established. While the U.S . horror 
film would develop through the collaboration of multiple film studios, Universal Studios would 
become by far the most ambitious outlet for experimentation in horror. Ironically, however, Carl 
Laemmle Sr. wanted nothing to do with horror films and, until the very end of his reign at 
Universal, he would remain the premier skeptic of the horror film. 
From its founding in 1914 to the dawn ofthe 1920s, Universal was a very minor player in 
the new film community of Hollywood. Isolated geographically from any other major studio, 
Universal was an outcast and its film output was perceived as unusually dry and undistinguished, 
consisting mainly of B-quality westerns and mysteries. Indeed, Universal remained a B-studio 
for most of its early existence. Much of that would change in 1923 when Laemmle dedicated the 
studio to producing one of the most elaborate productions yet seen on film, The Hunchback of 
Notre Dame. Laemmle had personally fallen in love with Victor Hugo's romantic novel, was 
convinced that he could make it into a successful picture, and devoted large sums of money from 
his personal account to finance it. 59 In the novel, Quasimodo, the deformed hunchback bell 
ringer of the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris fell in love with Esmeralda, a gypsy with a sensitive 
heart. As Quasimodo was persecuted by the citizens of Paris, Esmeralda developed sympathy 
for the hunchback and ultimately returned his feelings of affection. The film established a 
precedent with elaborate sets, including the fac;ade ofthe Notre Dame Cathedral, which were . 
revolutionary not only for Universal , but for the film community at large. Costumes, 
58 Ibid. 
59 Skal (200 1 ), 67. 
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choreography, set designs, and art direction all made The Hunchback of Notre Dame the first real 
epic, high-quality, expensive picture to come out of Universal. The extravagance prompted Life 
magazine to remark, "If Carl Laemmle had 
only expended his vast resources on the 
devastated areas in France instead of in 
southern California, there would be no traces of 
the Great War left in Europe."60 Ultimately, 
the film proved very popular, returned 
Laemmle's investment, and went down in 
cinematic history as the first epic of the 1920s. Yet the film also has other important 
contributions to the horror film that are seldom mentioned. 
The Hunchback of Notre Dame was not actually a horror film. That being said, it was an 
arena of experimentation within the horror genre that had tremendous impact on the evolution of 
the genre. David Skal, a notable film author of the horror genre, 
has characterized The Hunchback of Notre Dame as a film 
"obsessed" with the deformities of war veterans from WWI. 61 
Skal writes that " The Hunchback of Notre Dame .. . juxtaposes 
stories of physical deformity with obsessively detailed 
reconstructions of European landmarks. "62 He goes on to explain 
that since no explanation is given for the deformities of 
Quasimodo or Erik, another role of Chaney' s from The Phantom ofthe Opera, one must assume 
that the explanation is war wounds and mutilation. Skal 's interpretation is interesting, but 
60 Skal (200 I), 67. 
61 Ibid. 
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ultimately misses the larger picture at hand. It is not correct to assume that everyone in 
Hollywood was "obsessing" over the physical mutilations of WWI. Rather, the significance of 
these early films highlights the importance of deformity and grotesque and frightening makeup 
to the American horror film. Moviegoers remembered the terrifying effects ofthe makeup in 
The Hunchback of Notre Dame more than the plot or the romantic themes. Lon Chaney, the 
brilliant silent film actor who portrayed Quasimodo, pioneered the use of makeup. Unlike future 
horror film stars, Chaney designed and administered all 
of his makeup effects himself. 63 He sensed that 
makeup and appearance were the next breakthrough 
that would appear in the film industry, and he was 
correct. Before makeup had its own department on film 
sets, Chaney was designing truly frightening effects for 
the screen. In one of the most famous scenes in Hunchback, Quasimodo was being tortured in 
the city square. The poignant struggle of the monster-like Quasimodo was effective in large part 
due to Chaney's acting and his makeup. Instead of fearing the Quasimodo character altogether, 
audiences were encouraged to feel both fear and sympathy for him simultaneously. Sympathy 
for the grotesque monster would be a constant theme in the U.S. horror films to come, and 
Chaney should be credited for bringing it about in the 1920s. After his appearance in The 
Hunchback of Notre Dame, Lon Chaney's reputation as a character actor was greatly enhanced. 
His makeup effects were simply extraordinary, and soon he would be billed as "Lon Chaney, 
The Man of a Thousand Faces." 
63 Forrest J. Ackerman, Lon of 1000 Faces! [Maryland: Sense of Wonder Press, 2003], 40. 
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II 
Two years after his remarkable performance as Quasimodo in The Hunchback of Notre 
Dame, Lon Chaney made cinematic history once again with his performance as Erik in the 1925 
The Phantom of the Opera. Phantom was another epic released by Universal that, in many ways, 
eclipsed Hunchback. One of the most significant aspects of The Phantom of the Opera was that 
it was billed as a quasi-horror film , treated in the same manner, and remembered in film history 
as the first major monster film of Universal's horror legacy. In the 2006 book, Monsters: A 
Celebration of the Classics/rom Universal Studios, which is a book printed by Universal Studios 
to celebrate the history of the monster, the very first chapter is dedicated to Lon Chaney' s 
Phantom, Erik. In Gaston Leroux's famous novel of the same name, Erik was deformed, but not 
horrific; certainly, he was no monster in the novel. Yet in the Universal picture, Erik is simply 
that. The Phantom ofthe Opera is rightly described as "one ofthe first Masterpieces of 
horror. "64 
As in The Hunchback of Notre Dame, Lon Chaney 
designed and perfected his own horrific makeup for The 
Phantom ofthe Opera. And, as before, this aspect ofthe 
film was most startling, frightening, and exciting to U.S. 
moviegoers. To achieve the skeletal look of the Phantom, 
Chaney used cotton and collodion, a flammable substance 
which was used in many lacquers. 65 Chaney glued the cotton 
64 Roy Milano, Monsters: A Celebration of the Classics from Universal Studios, [Los Angeles: Del Ray Books, 
2006], 5. 
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to his face with the collodion to uplift and extend his cheeks, and then used a thick piece of spirit 
gum to force his nose upright and give a "porcine" effect to his character's visage. 66 The spirit 
gum cracked and tore his skin, leading to extreme discomfort and pain. Charles Van Enger, the 
art cinematographer on Phantom, remarked that after a few takes, Chaney was always, "bleeding 
like hell."67 Despite the painful process, the makeup had a ghastly and successful effect. The 
Phantom was arguably the most hideously conceived monster to appear on film to date. The 
director of the film, Rupert Julian was impressed by Chaney' s makeup effects, but hated the 
actor personally, whom he found egotistic and pompous.68 Lon Chaney returned the favor and 
constantly disobeyed the director, mocking him in front of cast and crew. 69 Despite the on-set 
squabbles, the entire production team created a successful film due to Lon Chaney and his 
makeup effects. 
The Phantom of the Opera was an elaborately conceived film, with an equally elaborate 
price tag. When Universal executives denied Laemmle the budget to film overseas in Paris, 
Laemmle presented them with the alternative of building the Paris Opera house on the Universal 
back lot, to which they agreed. The project was enormous; the expensive set design called for 
the first ever concrete-and-steel stage, a 3,000-seat auditorium, a grand staircase, and a 16,000-
pound chandelier. 7° Constructing such a monumental set was a tremendous achievement for the 
B-list Universal; so much so that the set has never been destroyed and remains on exhibit today 
at Universal Studios as a shrine to the accomplishments of the young studio. By the time 
production wrapped, Laemmle and the Universal hierarchy knew that they had another powerful 
Lon Chaney vehicle on their hands. 
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When Phantom hit theatres, it was received as any genuine horror film would be. Again, 
the plot and romantic overtones were notable, but the 
appearance of Lon Chaney as Erik was the big hit. By 
1925, Americans knew first hand what a horror picture was 
capable of and what an American monster looked like. The 
German horror pictures had been laying the foundation 
since 1919. The most horrific climax of the film, and the 
most famous scene, was the unmasking of Erik by the female lead character, Christine. 
According to Variety, when the Phantom was revealed in a Los Angles theater, "the entire 
audience uttered a synchronized and very audible gasp."71 Universal Studios allegedly received 
telegrams from dozens of movie palaces claiming that women had fainted in the audience when 
they beheld the face of the Phantom. In response, Universal began putting disclaimers on 
advertisements for the film and claimed that "A nurse will be in attendance at all 
performances!"72 Of course, there are no actual medical records of any person, man or woman, 
needing medical attention as a result of viewing The Phantom of the Opera. More likely it was a 
massive publicity stunt that worked to promote the sheer horror of Universal's new film and 
arouse excitement and expectation among audiences. Gender politics in the 1920s United States 
were very complicated, and women were not as "liberated" as many imagine them to have been 
in the "roaring twenties." The sexist imagery of women as "delicate flowers" was still resonant. 
After all, the 1920s really roared exclusively for white middle and upper-class males, and not for 
women or African Americans. Needless to say, this stunt makes sense considering Universal's 
long legacy of using women and their "fragile emotional state" as a means of conveying the level 
71 Vieira, 16. 
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of horror thrills within a film. Varie ty wrote in the fall of 1925, "The kick of the picture is the 
unmasking of the Phantom by the girl. .. Between Chaney's horrible facial makeup and the 
expression thereon; it's a wallop that can't miss its objective."73 Variety not only validated the 
crucial scene of the film, but also correctly characterized the role of Christine, the female lead 
played by Mary Philbin, as "the girl." Her role in the film, while she does play opposite Erik, 
was miniscule. She also fainted in the film when she beheld the Phantom for the first time. She 
was depicted as a delicate, fragile, emotional female, who fell victim to the Phantom. The role 
of Christine, simply "the girl" as Variety plainly pointed out, was very telling of Universal's 
depiction of gender on film and its acceptance of stunts that relied on traditional gender 
stereotypes. While women enjoyed relatively decent roles in these films , certainly far better than 
in our modern age of"scream queens," the early horror films also reinforced traditional gender 
roles and stereotypes in American society. 
For his part, Lon Chaney enjoyed enormous fame for his portrayal. A myth began to 
circulate about the actor who was the "Man of a thousand 
faces." It became a popular saying to find an insect and 
exclaim, "Don't step on it, it might be Lon Chaney!"74 
Chaney was proud of his newfound fame and worked at 
greatly enhancing it. When interviewed about his 
repertoire of characters, he was fond of saying, "There is 
no Lon Chaney. I am the character I am creating. That is 
73 Ibid. 
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all."75 Chaney kept his private life out of the public domain, never revealing his dysfunctional 
marriage and abusive relationship with his son, Creighton, who would eventually eclipse his 
father as a horror film star in films such as The Wolfman, Son of Dracula, and The House of 
Frankenstein and take on his father's name to become Lon Chaney Jr. By the end of 1925 , Lon 
Chaney was the undisputed star of early American horror, and he was just getting started. 
III 
The "Father of American Cinema," D.W. Griffith, had since 1922 been attempting to 
delve into the horror genre. He tried unsuccessfully to produce a film version of the hit play The 
Cat and the Canary, a quasi-horror story, at the end of 1922, but no studio showed any interest. 
His own film studio, United Artists, was losing money in part due to his "antebellum 
sentimentality," which led United Artists to produce films that moviegoers found a bit stale and 
"' 
predictable. 76 With United Artists thoroughly 
disappointed with its film pioneer, Griffith 
turned to Paramount pictures hoping for a new 
chance at a new genre. Paramount signed him 
for a three-picture deal , the first of which was 
to be a horror film, in 1926.77 Paramount was 
anxious to get started in the horror business, 
but lacked the talent pool that Universal maintained. Griffith, therefore, was a natural pick as a 
director who might lend some credibility to the new genre for the studio. The film in question 
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( 
was an adaptation of Marie Carelli's novel The Sorrows of Satan. The story, however, was not 
very horrific to critics or audiences. The plot revolved around a man who sold his soul to the 
devil for material riches, and very predictably, the man eventually learned to regret his decision. 
Interestingly enough, the man' s girlfriend was his savior when she prayed for another chance for 
her flawed mate. The chance was given, but not before the man was visited by the devil himself, 
who arrived to inform the man about his flawed existence and grant him one final chance to 
better his life. Griffith attempted to make this story into a horror film by creating a horrific devil 
apparition in the style of the German expressionists. What he got instead was a comical devil 
with wings that "wiggled" instead of flapped. 78 Critics and moviegoers alike were not impressed 
with Griffith' s film and it fell flat at the box office. For the "Father of American Cinema," it was 
his first and final foray into the horror genre. Griffith's failure actually tells us a great deal about 
the evolution of the horror film. Quite simply, Griffith proved that the old guard would not do 
for this new and up and coming genre. The horror film needed a creative leadership that was 
open and willing to change. Irving Thalberg, the Production Chief of MGM in 1927 noted that 
"Griffith is an idealist ... and his pictures are not successful today because modern ideas are 
changing. The idealistic love of a decade ago is not true today."79 Although he was 
experimenting with horror, Griffith did not abandon his romantic melodrama style as popularized 
in his 1915 The Birth of a Nation , and was unwilling to approach horror with a new style and 
fresh ideas, especially in terms of art direction and makeup effects. As filmmakers like Tod 
Browning were to find out in the 1920s, horror films needed all of these elements to succeed. 
By and large, D.W. Griffith did not represent the majority of Hollywood filmmakers who 
experimented with horror in the 1920s. Many of them were quite successful and influential 
78 Ibid. 
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within the industry in bringing horror into the mainstream. Roland West, who actually turned to 
United Artists to produce his 1926 quasi-horror film , The Bat, experienced fairly impressive 
results. 80 West's film mixed thrills and comedy in its plot line. The "Bat" in the film was 
actually a master criminal who had devised ways to scale up building walls and miraculously 
vanish when pursued by police. There was no magic or mysticism about him; he was just a very 
entertaining criminal. But the sets of the film were genuinely frightening and provided the 
"creep factor" so crucial to horror films. Again, the filmmakers were heavily influenced by 
German expressionism under the guidance of set designer William Cameron Menzies, who 
created a European world of sharp edged shadows, bold contrasting colors, and unrealistic 
buildings. 81 The Bat was by no means a sell-out film, and much ofthis can be accredited to 
Roland West's old guard mentality, but it did draw in crowds and reasonably returned its 
investment. 
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Back at Universal, Carl Laemmle had hired three German directors with impressive 
expressionistic backgrounds. The most successful of the three directors was Paul Leni who was 
recruited to direct a film version of the Broadway play The Cat and the Canary, the project that 
D.W. Griffith had tried and failed to complete, in 1927. Regarding plot, The Cat and the Canary 
made no real advancements in horror. However, Leni utilized brilliant technological moves and 
expressionist sets to give the picture an eerie essence. 
In the opening sequence of the film, a large hand 
reached in to brush away the cobwebs that were 
covering the main title. The "haunted house," which 
turned out to nothing of the sort, in the film was full of 
dark gothic walls, an abundance of cobwebs, and creaking doors . Visually, the environment 
appeared to be very scary, especially in the context of 1927. The New York Times was fairl y 
impressed with the film ' s technical achievements when it wrote, "Mr. Leni has not lost a single 
chance in this new film to show what can be done with the camera. He creates excitement by 
pitching his camera high and low, or rolling it along. He makes you feel that you are one of the 
characters in the haunted house of the story."82 Innovation and technology went hand in hand 
with the horror film. One of the most appealing aspects of young horror, whether it was a 
German film or a domestic offspring, was that they were different than other films. They looked 
different, they felt different, and they created a different atmosphere while viewing them. Thus, 
Hollywood was discovering that in order to create a new genre, it would have to incorporate new 
techniques, technologies, and art direction. The Cat and the Canary is notable for this, because 
the environment that the film created was essential to the ultimate development of the monster 
show experience that would come in 1931 . 
82 Ibid . 
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IV 
At the beginning of 1927, Film Spectator estimated that Lon Chaney was acting in about 
four films per year at $3 ,250 a week, an astronomical sum for Hollywood actors in the 1920s. 83 
Chaney's career had skyrocketed after his epic performances in 
Universal ' s The Hunchbacko.fNotre Dame and The Phantom 
of the Opera, yet Chaney was by no means a horror film 
typecast. He was versatile and accepted numerous roles, from 
a Scandinavian farmer, to a bishop, to a saloon keeper. At the 
peak of his success Chaney encountered a director who would 
forever change his legacy within the history of the horror film. 
Tod Browning was born in Louisville, Kentucky, in 1880 to a traditional middle class home. 84 
When he was 16, Browning fled his home and began to accompany circuses and freak shows that 
were travelling the countryside. 85 No explanation exists to explain this move, except his sheer 
morbid fascination with strange oddities. Years later in 1932, he would make a film that closely 
resembled his experiences among the freak show crowd, entitled Freaks . But in 1915, Browning 
was acting in Hollywood and also a severe alcoholic. 86 In June of 1915, Browning' s career as an 
actor ended abruptly when he was involved in an automobile accident that killed another 
prominent actor, Elmer Booth, most famously known for his role as a crazy-eyed mulatto in 
D.W. Griffith ' s The Birth of a Nation which had been released earlier in that same year. 87 • 
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Browning had been driving, and also drinking heavily. He 
did not walk away from the accident unhurt either; the actor 
suffered a shattered right leg, numerous facial lacerations, 
and "unspecified" internal injuries. 88 As a result of the 
accident, Tod Browning, at the age of 35, became an outcast 
in Hollywood. Studios wouldn ' t even communicate with 
him, and D.W. Griffith called him a "monster." Eventually, 
some of the studios came around and offered him small films 
Fig. 24. The debonair "vampire" in London 
Ajrer Midnight 
to direct; but none would hire him as an actor. Until he met up with Lon Chaney in 1925, 
Browning lived a quiet life in Hollywood without major recognition. The two met on the set of 
Browning's film The Unholy Three in 1925, just after Lon Chaney's spectacular success in The 
Phantom of the Opera. They shared a mutual respect for one another, and Browning was awe-
inspired by Chaney's special makeup effects. Thereafter, they participated in half a dozen films 
before being given a quasi-horror project. That film would make them both legends within the 
horror film industry and help create a cultural fan base for the monster in American film. 
London After Midnight was an extraordinary film for the year 1927. It pushed the 
boundaries of horror, created the idea of the heroic monster, and, had it not been for the plot 
limitations and the loss of the film in 1967, it may today be considered America's first true 
horror film. The plot revolves around a Scotland Yard detective who decides to investigate some 
violent crimes in London by posing as a vampire. Unfortunately, scenes cannot be fully 
examined since the film was lost in a fire that occurred at MGM in 1967. Yet, the stills from the 
film remain a testament to its remarkable content. London After Midnight was the first true 
American vampire film. Of course, one could argue that it was not a true vampire film because . 
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the main character was just pretending to be a vampire; nevertheless it was the first U.S. film to 
portray a vampire figure on screen. Considering that Lon Chaney was the first pick for Dracula 
in 1931, his portrayal in London After Midnight was a good description of what Count Dracula 
would have been had Chaney been alive to create him, as he created the look of the debonair 
vampire. His vampire was elegantly dressed, had a mouthful of razor fangs, and donned a top 
hat. His appearance was in many ways inspired by Dr. Caligari, from The Cabinet of Dr. 
Caligari of 1919.89 Chaney was very telling in the description of his character. He told the lead 
cameraman of the film, "make me look frightening and repulsive, but at the same time make the 
1..0N CHANEY 
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audiences Jove me."90 As a monster, Chaney wanted to be 
· frightening and appealing at the same time. Doubtless, Chaney had 
achieved this before as Quasimodo and Erik the Phantom, but he 
solidified it in London After Midnight. His vampire was the clear 
star of the film, and the story again took a backseat to Chaney's 
electrifying portrayal . This strategy of the monster being the 
popular character of the film was crucial to the formation of monster 
show culture. As we shall see, Americans would learn to love their 
horror films in principle because of their affection for the monster 
character. They would attend films to root for the monster, not 
his/her victims. The monster could be the antagonist and the hero 
simultaneously. Bela Lugosi, Boris Karloff, and Lon Chaney Jr. would all follow the mold set 
by Chaney in these films , specifically that of London After Midnight. From 1927 onwards, the 
sympathetic and popular monster was essential to the American horror film. 
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Chaney would go on to accomplish other noteworthy experiments in the horror genre 
before 1930, including Laugh Clown, Laugh in 1928 and Thunder in 1929. In early 1930, 
Chaney began working on his last film, a remake of the 1925 The Unholy Three, for which he 
perfected five different voices in his first and only talking picture.91 There was also talk of 
Chaney coming aboard Universal's big gamble, Dracula, later in the year, but he died of cancer 
in the summer of 1930, ending what might have been the greatest horror film career in the United 
States. 
v 
The horror film underwent immense experimentation and exploration during the 1920s 
and an enormous cast of characters contributed. And, as a new decade dawned, new leadership, 
combined with some of the old, brought the horror film to its full maturity and stature in 
American culture. Tod Browning had experienced an amazing comeback within the film 
industry. He barely had time to mourn his friend Lon Chaney' s passing before he was busy at 
work on Universal ' s new film, Dracula. Carl Laemmle was about to find himself representing 
an outdated viewpoint at Universal , while his son, Carl Laemmle Jr. was about to make a bid for 
the leadership of Universal and for a more dedicated and "grotesque" horror film. 
American culture was changing as well. The so-called "Roaring Twenties" were about to 
come to a crashing close, literally. The crash on Wall Street would affect everyone in nearly 
every sector of public and private life. In this chaotic environment of economic uncertainty and 
cultural confusion, monster show culture and the horror film were about to come of age. Amid 
America' s most uncertain economic environment, the horror film experienced its heyday. Once 
9 1 Vieira, 25. 
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solidified as a bankable genre, it would remain forever embedded in the culture of American 
moviegoers. 
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"I bid you wel£omf Pruru/1, 19J1 
"Mr. Carl Laemmle feels it would be a little unkind 
to present this picture without just a word of 
friendly warning: I think it will thrill you. It may 
shock you. It might even horrify you. So if any of 
you feel that you would not like to subject your 
nerves to such a strain, now is your chance to .. . 
well, we warned you ... " 
-The introductory disclaimer to Dracula, 1931 92 
92 Dracula, directed by Tod Browning, Universal Pictures, 1931 , opening disclaimer. 
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By 1931 , the successes of The Hunchback of Notre Dame and The Phantom of the Opera 
had led Universal Pictures to seek out new horror projects. Both movies had paid off for 
Universal, but within the production company's upper hierarchy, a debate remained as to how far 
the studio should venture into this new "horror" genre. Carl Laemmle Sr., the founder of 
Universal Pictures, found himself at odds with his son, Carl Laemmle Jr. The younger Laemmle 
was a fan of the horror genre, and, according to Carla Laemmle, the niece of Laemmle Sr. , he 
was obsessed with everything macabre.93 He collected horror memorabilia from Universal films 
and had lobbied his father to purchase the film rights for the novels Dracula and Frankenstein. 
These tales, if indeed turned into feature films, would require much more of a commitment to the 
horror genre than The Hunchback ofNotre Dame or The Phantom of the Opera. The studio 
would not be able to play it safe as they had done in the past; makeup would not be enough to 
make a film like Dracula successful. As it was, the older generation at Universal lost the debate 
and in 1931 Dracula was produced and presented to American audiences. It was a huge gamble, 
and a remarkable success; one that would pave the way towards a new direction at Universal and 
a new type of picture for American audiences. 
The studio turned to Tod Browning to direct the experiment in horror. Browning would 
prove to be both a blessing and annoyance for film producers, but would create the most popular 
film of his career. When it was all over, Universal had come to a full realization of what it had in 
its hands: a very popular and profitable monster movie. The popularity, and financial 
compensation for Universal, was enough to launch the entire studio on a new course and make 
93 Skal (2004), 158. 
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the horror film its main attraction for the remainder of the 1930s. In audiences around the 
country, men, women, and children flocked to see the Count from Transylvania prey on young 
women and terrorize the streets of London. In so doing, American moviegoers were creating the 
environment of the monster show culture. 
I 
In 1928, Herbert Hoover, the Republican nominee for president of the United States, won 
a landslide victory against his opponent, Democrat Al Smith. The slogan for Hoover ' s 
campaign, "A chicken in every pot, two cars in every garage," was a decisive factor in his 
victory.94 Around the country, Hoover' s campaign utilized motion pictures to sell his campaign, 
and it worked. In so many ways, he represented the new consumer culture of the young United 
States. Hoover also benefited from the height 
of Republican prosperity which allowed him 
to win 42 of 48 states. In 1928, Herbert 
Hoover could successfully sell the image of 
prosperity to the American public. While the 
Republicans were in support of Prohibition, 
they were also champions of the American 
consumer, and Hoover was able to convince Americans that his presidency would strengthen the 
healthy economy of the 1920s even further. Americans believed in Hoover and the U. S. 
economy, but that would all change in just a year. 
94 McElvaine , 63. 
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By 1932, Russell Baker' s Aunt Pat claimed that, "people are starving because ofHerbert 
Hoover. My mother was out of work because of Herbert Hoover. Men were killing themselves 
because of Herbert Hoover, and their fatherless children were being packed away to 
orphanages ... because of Herbert Hoover. "95 The image of Republican prosperity had crashed 
along with the stock market on October 29, 1929. "Black Tuesday" ushered in America's worst 
depression in history, and Hoover was blamed overwhelmingly. To his credit, the economic 
collapse was well out of his hands. As one historian plainly writes, "Herbert Hoover simply had 
the misfortune of being in the right place at the wrong time. "96 But Americans were not just 
blaming the man Herbert Hoover; they were rejecting an idea as well. They had been told that 
America was on the precipice ofthe greatest economy in the world . Americans had believed in 
the ideals of the new consumer culture and had eradicated their savings to buy the luxury goods 
of the 1920s marketplace. As Americans considered their immediate poverty ridden futures , 
films took on new importance in their lives. Robert McElvaine writes in his study of the Great 
Depression, "Although music, radio, books, magazines, comics, sports, and other forms of mass 
entertainment were all significant to the 1930s, nothing else was as central to American popular 
culture in that decade as motion pictures. "97 Americans had turned to the movies not because of 
"escapism," but because they had lost faith in political and financial institutions. The American 
government had defaulted on their promises, and Americans rebelled by going to the movies. 
When Hoover was asking them to put their money back into the banks, Americans went to movie 
palaces instead. Film was a way of reclaiming what had been promised to them throughout the 
1920s. In February 1931 , these empowered Depression-era moviegoers welcomed Count 
Dracula and monster show culture into their lives. 
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II 
The "road to Dracula" was itself a turning point for Universal Studios. Acquiring the 
rights for Bram Stoker' s novel proved to be just one of the challenges that daunted the Laemmle 
leadership of the studio in 1930-31. Laemmle Jr. had to convince the Universal hierarchy to 
embark on a huge gamble with the exotic Count Dracula. 
By the time Carl Laemmle Jr. had convinced his father that Dracula could be a success as 
a film, the vampire story had already gained notoriety as a hit on Broadway. Horace Liveright, 
an American writer/entrepreneur, had purchased rights for a stage version of Dracula to be 
produced on Broadway in 1927.98 As Laemmle himself would experience, Liveright 
experienced criticism for his entry into horror. At first, few theaters agreed to give the play any 
notice, but eventually Liveright achieved a breakthrough at Fulton theatre in New York City. 99 
The outcome was phenomenal. The ticket sales from the play broke all records for the theatre. 
Time magazine characterized Dracula as the culmination of cinematic progress, 
"The world, or at least that particle of it which is represented in Manhattan 
theatres, has come a long way in 25 years. Now maidens can see grisly horror, 
and withdraw between the acts to smoke a cigarette and talk calmly of their minor 
vices ." 100 
The review in Time connected horror with the new lifestyles of the 1920s. As it pointed out, 
what was happening at Fulton theatre in 1927 would not have been possible a mere twenty five 
years earlier. American society had changed, to a degree. Women had gained significant rights 
since the suffrage movement. Evidently, Time believed that the very idea of women viewing an 
"impure" play suggested that they had gained new prominence and position in American society. 
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The 1920s were indeed a "clash between old and new values." 101 Ironically, the emerging horror 
film would validate, not challenge, conservatism in terms of gender and sexuality. 
In 1928, Dracula moved west to entertain the growing population of Los Angeles. It 
met with the same wild enthusiastic audiences, among them the starlet Clara Bow. Bow rushed 
to see the play with her entourage and was "keenly taken" with 
the lead actor, Bela Lugosi, according to her longtime friend, 
Jack Oakie. 102 Lugosi had striking similarities to his character, 
Count Dracula. He was born in Lugos, Hungary, and had spent 
time in Transylvania. 103 Lugosi spoke almost no English (he 
would learn only his lines, but often had no idea what they 
meant) and found himself playing exotic extras on Broadway. 
His thick accent enabled him to bring a certain mystique to the role of Dracula that other actors 
could not provide. Lugosi would find himself the star of the horror film in just two short years. 
One can access his website, which is operated by his family, and 
clearly see that it is a shrine to his achievements in the horror 
picture. 104 Nowhere on the website does it say that Lugosi died 
penniless and of a drug overdose. Like F.W. Murnau and the 
mythmaking that surrounded Shadow of a Vampire, Americans 
are quick to immortalize their horror film stars. Lugosi and Bow 
found each other to be equally exotic and engaged in an affair 
that made headlines in papers across the country. The public had proven to be fascinated by 
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Clara Bow, the infamous "It" girl, who represented the "new" women of the 1920s and her 
relationship with the now-famous Hungarian "blood-sucker" was tumultuous. Bow had 
demonstrated her obsession with the macabre and exotic, and American audiences followed suit. 
They saw Dracula over and over again and ticket sales failed to flounder until Frankenstein hit 
the stage in 1929. By then, the two "blood-curdling" tales had become a double act that traveled 
across the country entertaining the masses. 
The stage version of Dracula held its own and became a cash machine for all those 
involved. To Universal Pictures, it proved that people were eager for horror shows, and were 
willing to pay to see them over and over again. The success of Dracula on stage prompted Carl 
L-------------------------------~ 
Laemmle Jr. to urge his father to bring the 
Transylvania Count from Broadway to the big 
screen. Whatever his moral objections, Laemmle 
Sr. could not dispute the revenue that was made at 
Fulton theatre. He had been won over, and pushed 
aside. It was the beginning of the end of the elder 
Laemmle's leadership at Universal pictures. The 
preliminary success ofthe stage version also 
dismisses the claims that horror pictures became 
popular only after the Great Depression began. 
While the idea of escapism at the movies is a very important one, it is not the full story. Before 
the great crash, Americans had proven to be fascinated by horror. 
The difficult task that remained for Universal was in obtaining the rights to Bram 
Stoker' s novel from his widow. Ever since the illegal production of Nosf eratu in 1921 , Florence 
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Stoker had been incredibly protective of her deceased husband ' s great work. Universal Pictures 
had failed to win over Stoker, as Liveright and his associates had done in 1927, and Stoker did 
not approve of a film version of Dracula, regardless of who was producing it. She found the 
increasing popularity for the macabre to be deeply disturbing. 105 Luck would come Universal's 
way in 1930, at the misfortune of Horace Liveright. The producer found himself bankrupt and 
being sued by Florence Stoker for back royalties.106 To aid in his failing businesses, he needed 
someone to buy his share of ownership of Dracula, and to do so quickly. Laemmle Jr. jumped 
on the opportunity and convinced his father to buy the rights from Liveright for $40,000, an 
enormous sum for the struggling B-list studio.107 With Universal holding partial ownership, 
Stoker could not block the studio ' s ambitions. In a twist of fate , Universal had been given the 
green light for its first true horror film. Handing over the production of the new film to his son, 
Carl Laemmle Sr. knew he was taking a huge gamble. Universal had little clout in Hollywood in 
1930-31 , and Dracula, with its enormous costs, would either make or break the studio. 
III 
The production of Dracula at Universal City was one of extreme apprehension and 
revolutionary aesthetics. Universal became the first studio to build sets of horror on its back lot. 
Castles from Transylvania and crumbling ruins of London would be built to accommodate the 
dark vision of the film ' s director, Tod Browning. The studio leadership, now under Laemmle Jr. , 
committed itself to fulfill ing the demands of Browning and kept the censors at bay. This created 
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an environment of experimentation and inventiveness that shaped and set the tone for the 
studio's first horror picture. 
It was no surprise that when Universal began casting the new horror film, they wanted 
Lon Chaney for the title role. Chaney had proven to be box-office gold. In August of 1930 
however, Chaney died of throat cancer. 108 The studio had lost their great character actor very 
suddenly. Laemmle was approached by stage producer Harold Freedman to cast Bela Lugosi, 
but he refused. 109 Lugosi was a nobody in Hollywood. He had shown some promise on the 
stage, but that was not enough to guarantee results on camera. Until very late in the casting 
process, Lugosi was seen as a poor investment for the role of Count Dracula. The studio 
assembled strong supporting cast members, including Helen Chandler, David Manners, and 
Edward van Sloan, who all came at a relatively high cost for the studio. Just as Lugosi had given 
up on the part, it was offered to him and he accepted, becoming the lowest paid member of the 
cast. 110 
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With his cast assembled, director Tod Browning began production of Dracula and soon 
found that his relative freedom from studio bosses led to a disorganized and chaotic filming 
schedule. Universal had decided that Dracula 
should be a "talkie," the first horror film to 
include sound. Yet, Laemmle did not want to 
alienate any potential moviegoers. Therefore, 
he decided to order the filming of two different 
versions of the film, one with sound, and one 
with only a musical score. The advent of sound 
was perceived as a risky venture for a horror film. If audiences were too shocked by the sounds 
of Dracula, Universal could resort to the silent version quickly. This plan bogged down the 
filming on the set. Within a few days, David Manners felt the entire process was "extremely 
disorganized," 111 and indeed it was. In addition to the two films being shot together, a Spanish 
version of Dracula with an altogether different cast and crew was being shot at night on the same 
sets of Browning' s picture. There were also personal problems within the cast. Browning was a 
recovering alcoholic, and Helen Chandler was dependent on chemical drugs to fight her 
depression. 112 David Manners had disliked Bela Lugosi, as did most of the cast, and found him, 
"insufferably vain and pretentious." 113 Most of the players were disturbed by Lugosi's 
"obsession" with his role. He wished to be referred to as "Dracula" or "Count" on set and not 
Bela. 114 Of course, one cannot dismiss the handicap of Lugosi' s language capabilities and the 
111 Skal (200 I), 121. 
112 Ibid. 
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fellow cast members ' xenophobia. Surely, this led to some of the misunderstandings and 
antagonism between Lugosi and other cast members . 
Browning also found himself increasingly unpopular among the cast. For the veteran 
director, this was his first experience directing a talking picture. He had no idea how to prepare a 
shooting script with dialogue, and he had little direction to give his cast members in regards to 
line delivery. More and more, Browning became a reclusive director, sometimes failing to arrive 
to the set for the day's shooting. 115 When Universal ordered re-shoots for Dracula, Browning 
did not even participate in the filming. Just prior to release, Universal was still stuck in the 
editing process. The movie was finished, but had disappointed Laemmle and other studio 
leaders. Browning had let the studio down in a number of ways; it was surely not his best film 
and entire sections of the film were either simply unfinished or unpolished, but by February 
1931 , Universal had pieced together a film worthy of the movie palaces. Despite the problematic 
filming process, Dracula ended up as Laemmle had originally intended: it was a horror picture. 
It had tested the studio and the emerging genre; all that remained untested was the reception 
Dracula would get from American moviegoers. 
IV 
Upon the completion of Dracula, Universal Pictures awkwardly began the process of 
marketing the film to the American public. At first, the studio began advertising Dracula 
cautiously, afraid to upset or turn off American moviegoers. No studio had ever marketed a 
horror film so blatantly before. Even Universal had represented The Hunchback of Notre Dame 
and The Phantom of the Opera as grand action mysteries, not monster films. Thus, it was with 
11 5 Ibid . 
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great hesitation that Universal eventually admitted that it had a monster film at its disposal. 
When it did, the studio found that marketing fear to the American public swelled the results at 
the box office. 
When Carl Laemmle Jr. commissioned the first 
advertising poster for Dracula, he was unsure of what the 
tag line should be, so he opted to have the visual done 
first. When the poster came back to him, it depicted Bela 
Lugosi (Count Dracula) and Helen Chandler (the female 
lead, Mina) as a bizarre couple. The poster suggested 
two possibilities about their interaction. The two were 
either madly in love, or Mina was falling victim to Count 
Dracula and in great peril. Laemmle decided that the 
romance notion of the poster would be enticing to 
viewers and might lead audiences into believing that the 
film was some bizarre love story. The tag line: "The 
story of the strangest passion the world has ever known! " 
was commissioned to accompany the first several 
hundred ads for the film. 11 6 Laemmle ' s inner thoughts on 
this issue are not known, but one must surmise as to his 
~~~--------~~ 
Fig. 31 . Original poster for Dracula., note the 
tag line: "The story o f the strangest pass ion the 
world has ever knownl 
reasoning. The stage version of Dracula had been popular, but had also met terrible resistance 
from conservative critics. Allowing the film to be billed in this disingenuous fashion was a way 
to lure in audiences who might otherwise boycott the film altogether. Universal had made the 
advertising of Dracula as safe as possible. As time went by and the film did amazingly well, the 
116 Milano, 21. 
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advertising changed; so much so that the same poster was replaced with the tag line: "The 
vampire bat that lives off of human blood!" within a month of the films release.117 The 
reasoning for this was quite clear: audiences reacted most strongly towards the horror element of 
the film, not the twisted bizarre romance. 
Dracula premiered where most films ofthe time did, New York. At the Roxy theatre, 
Universal went all out to ensure a major event and the billboard was alight with the names of 
Dracula's stars. According to Variety magazine, the initial engagement grossed $112,000 for 
Universal. 118 While this amount was beyond acceptable, it did not impress Laemmle who had 
hoped for "sold-out results." 119 Interestingly enough, Dracula did well, but not fantastic in the 
places Universal had expected it to: the big cities of Chicago and New York. Instead, the film 
experienced fantastic results in rural areas and small New England communities. Within weeks, 
the film had developed cult like popularity throughout the nation and was turned into an event, 
not just a picture. When the film was shown in New Haven, Connecticut, several students from 
Yale University smuggled live bats into the theatre and released them during a climactic moment 
in the film. 120 The audience went mad and essentially complemented the management of the 
movie palace on a "well played-publicity stunt." 121 In small towns throughout the Midwest, the 
silent version of Dracula played for thousands. In retrospect, the decision to film a silent version 
along with a "talkie" was extremely beneficial to Universal. Between the coasts of the United 
States, smaller movie palaces were ill-equipped to exhibit talking motion pictures and by 
ensuring their involvement, Universal doubled its audience base. Laemmle himself was stunned 
11 7 Milano, 22 . 
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to learn of the most successful areas of Dracula 's release. 122 Small, rural , conservative areas of 
the United States loved the film; Omaha, Nebraska, Rome, New York, and Birmingham, 
Alabama all reported "sold-out" performances. 123 The moviegoers in these regions became 
"return" audiences; they saw the Count harass young women and drink their blood over and over 
again. Considering that 24.9% of Depression-era Americans were unemployed in 1931 , this was 
a huge testament to the film's success. 124 Instead of saving, Americans were spending their 
money on a monster film and were quite happy to do so .. In the end, American audiences 
wanted more horror from Universal. 
v 
In the more technologically advanced movie theaters, people heard sound within the 
horror film for the first time. The power of sound in the horror film cannot be denied and 
deserves some exploration. As Robert Spadoni asserts in his seminal work Uncanny Bodies, 
sound films could seem to their earliest viewers surreal and ghostly. 125 Hearing doors creek and 
wolves howl, according to the "imagination of Hollywood," was far different than imagining 
those sounds in ones own head. Universal ultimately relied on very "surreal" sounds and effects 
122 Skal (2004), 203 . 
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to greatly exaggerate their films . The persona of Count Dracula would be far different if viewers 
could not hear his thick Hungarian accent. The last moment of the film consists of the death of 
Count Dracula and a "most horrible scream." 126 Audiences who beheld the silent version of 
Dracula did not experience these effects ofthe film . Spadoni argues that audiences viewed new 
sound films within a quadrant of 
The mind 
four extremes that included 
realism, unrealism, the mind, and 
the body. 127 The lower quadrant is Unreal ism 
that of the "uncanny body" and 
where most moviegoers in 1931 
The body 
found themselves. The "uncanny Fig. 32. The Uncanny Body in early sound film 
body" in film is a zone where both sound and imagery appear unrealistic and most "body-
like".128 The reasoning behind this categorization of 1931 movie audiences has less to do with 
them than it does with the technology of Hollywood at the time. When The Jazz Singer was 
released in 1927, it invaded the silent picture audiences of America. The first talking picture, 
The Jazz Singer was heralded by reviewers as a technological breakthrough, but American 
audiences were not as receptive. The transition to sound was by no means a smooth one. 
Hollywood was entering uncharted territory and the moviegoers could tell. The editing was 
terrible and huge gaps of silence in between lines made many feel uneasy. Often, dialogue did 
not correspond to actors. Some silent film stars opted to have others provide dialogue for them. 
126 Ibid. 
127 Spadoni , II. 
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To the audiences of the time, who were used to constant musical accompaniment to their movies, 
these gaping, awkward talkies were very strange. The first sound films were then, very 
unrealistic and uncanny to U.S. audiences. 
In 1931, these rough transitions to sound film remained and plagued the production of 
Dracula. Yet, the strangeness of the sound transition would aid the film in a way that 
contemporary audiences and critics simply do not grasp. Modern-day approaches to the film 
label it a flawed and inherently doomed picture. 129 To these critics and scholars, Dracula was a 
preparatory film that paved the way for the success of Frankenstein later in the year. To them 
the long gaps of silence and often "theatrical" 
methods of Bela Lugosi condemn the picture to 
disappointment, but this modern interpretation of 
Dracula is insufficient and flawed. After all, 
audiences in 1931 were not disappointed; on the 
contrary, they were pleased with Dracula and 
genuinely satisfied by the film. What then 
explains this positive reaction to a film that has since been deemed a "failure" artistically? Much 
of the answer lies in the atmosphere of the film that truly shocked and evoked emotion from the 
audiences of 1931 . The problems that plagued The Jazz Singer in 1927 worked to the advantage 
of Dracula in 1931. The long moments of silence were perceived as an added element of fear in 
the horror film. Instead of creating a level of boredom, they created a thick level of suspense. 
Audiences sat on their seats, waiting for something to happen. The suspense created the perfect 
environment for the first horror film, and encouraged audience participation with the film. 
Spadoni writes that "the weird textures of Dracula' s speech enfold his visual form ... as ghostly or 
129 Spadoni, 45. 
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corpselike," 130 and this is certainly the case. The long pauses and drawn-out speech of Bela 
Lugosi had frightening effects . While all new talkies contained this strange speech, the 
combination of Lugosi 's accent and his 
macabre role in the film created something 
that could not be intentionally created by 
Universal. Had Dracula been released in 
1926, it would not have the environment that 
aided it in 1931. Within the horror genre, 
audiences were actually able to make sense of the unrealistic new sound technologies. They 
embraced the film, in part, because it utilized the unrealistic sounds in a rational way. Eerie and 
ghostlike sounds were now heard in an eerie and ghostlike film. The combination was lethal, 
and strongly influenced the perception of the audiences of 1931 . 
Sound or silent, old or young, liberal or conservative, rural or urban, Dracula was a hit. 
Where most films opened strong and then dwindled with returns, Dracula continued to impress 
Universal at the box office and grew in popularity. As it spread internationally, it became 
increasingly popular in diverse settings and groups of people. When the year 1931 ended, 
Dracula had doubled its investment and made over $700,000. It was the first time in the history 
of Universal Pictures that the studio actually made a profit for the year. 
VI 
By the time Universal began working on its horror sequel , Frankenstein, in mid 1931 , the 
advertising messages for Dracula had completely changed. The film was still increasing its sales 
130 Spadoni , 66 . 
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at box offices across the nation. Laemmle decided to play on the fun that Depression-era 
Americans were having with their new monster show and commissioned Edward van Sloan, one 
of the stars in Dracula, to film a message that would appear before the film began: 
"Mr. Carl Laemmle feels it would be a little unkind to present this picture without just a 
word of friendly warning: I think it will thrill you. It may shock you. It might even 
horrify you. So if any of you feel that you would not like to subject your nerves to such a 
strain, now is your chance to ... well, we warned you ... " 131 
The studio was having fun with its new found talent in frightening Americans. Universal was 
utilizing publicity stunts and "warnings" to enhance the film's popularity. This new marketing 
strategy aided in creating an environment for the film, and for all monster films that came after 
1931. Aside from all other genres, the horror film would maintain its own core audiences, 
environments, and unique style of advertising. 
VII 
Regarding the actual film itself, Dracula has been interpreted and misinterpreted for 
nearly a century. Some ofthe best reflections on the significance of the roles within the film 
come from the actors themselves through interviews and 
other source material collected in the 1930s. For instance, 
Helen Chandler, the starlet who portrayed Mina in the film 
new exactly what her role amounted to when she said: "In 
Dracula I played one of those bewildered little girls who 
go around pale, hollow-eyed and anguished, wondering about things." 132 Chandler was quite 
correct in her assessment and her role would be the mold for horror starlets to come. Indeed, 
131 Browning, Dracula. 
132 Gregory William Mank, Women in Horror Films, 1930s, [London: McFarland & Company Publishers , 1999], 
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Dracula did not represent any progressive attitudes of gender. The women of the film were 
completely reliant on men; for protection, for comfort, and even for exploitation. Throughout 
the film, Count Dracula used his powers to hypnotize various characters. A total of ten 
characters were seduced by his mind powers throughout the film, of those, nine were women. 
They lacked the strong mindset that the men obviously maintained, and were thus susceptible to 
the Count. In the film, Edward van Sloan, the male doctor was able to penetrate the Count's 
mind powers, mainly because he was a strong male character. The character of Mina was that of 
a spoiled, good-hearted, fiancee . A fiancee was her only profession and calling in life 
throughout the picture. hi the case of Chandler, her role mirrored her actual life. Loaded with 
anti -depression drugs, this Depression-era starlet was unfamiliar with reality. Like so many 
upper-class women in America at the time, she relied on 
chemicals to life her spirits . The other female characters in 
the film were barely mentionable. There were ignorant, 
childlike nurses who continually failed in their duties to 
protect Mirra from the Count. Count Dracula's three brides 
also made a small appearance, and existed only to seduce 
the men that Dracula could not. Thus, sex is the downfall 
of the weak man in Dracula. Sexual promiscuity was 
presented as a weapon that women used to seduce and take 
advantage of the unsuspecting, good hearted males in the film. 
For their part, men were seen as protectors and destroyers of evil in the movie. Mirra' s 
fiancee, Jonathan, and Doctor Van Helsing were able to defeat Dracula because they were smart 
and rational. They realized that the Count was a vampire and used Mina as bait to discover his 
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secret "unearthly grounds." Mina was disposable to the men in this scene. By the end of the 
film, the strapping men had saved London from the East European Count. Some have argued 
that this was one of the first Cold War horror films , since the triumphant West was able to ward 
off and defeat the blood-sucking East. Of course, considering that Bram Stoker wrote his tale in 
1897, long before the Bolshevik Revolution and the rivalry between communism and capitalism 
began, this must be taken with some much valued skepticism. However, xenophobia towards 
Eastern culture has long been a presence in Western culture, long before communism and the 
Bolshevik Revolution. Dracula reinforced the Western viewpoint that people from the East were 
strange, too sexual, and primitive. 
Dracula, unlike Frankenstein and other Universal horror films, embraced science and 
religion on equal footings. The opening sequence of Van Helsing depicted him in a lab coat 
surrounded by test tubes and boiling chemicals. The audience 
immediately recognized that he was a man of science. Only 
through his experiments could he safely announce to the group, 
"Gentlemen, we are dealing with the undead! " 133 Of course, 
when Van Helsing confronted Count Dracula, he relied on his 
crucifix to protect himself. Dracula was powerless against the Fig 37. (Western ) Religion as a safeguard 
against Eastern seduction 
symbolism of god ; Van Reising ' s scientific experiments could not help him in this arena. 
Science and religion were presented as positive aspects in American culture. This view would 
change dramatically in the future monster films of Universal Pictures, most notably in 
Frankenstein. Science soon became the method of madness to American audiences. Meddling 
in "god' s work" would prove the catalyst for numerous monsters and madmen. 
133 Browning, Dracula. 
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The film also translates quite clearly America's xenophobia of foreigners. While the film 
never touched on the issue of white-black racism in 
America (there was not one African American in the 
film) it did paint eastern Europeans as underdeveloped, 
ignorant, and superstitious peoples and thus touched on 
a more complex view of racism in the United States; it 
is always important to remember that southern and Fig. 38. Count Dracula as a stereotypical , sexual, debonair Eastern European 
eastern Europeans were just slightly ahead of African Americans on the race scale. The opening 
scenes depicted Renfield, an English businessman traveling through Romania by carriage. The 
villages he encountered were filled with simpleminded peasants, who were terrified of vampires. 
Of course, they had reason to be since they knew of Count Dracula, yet none of the locals knew 
how to defeat him. That was a job too complicated for peasants, and reserved for Westerners. 
Count Dracula himself was a foreigner who was infatuated with Western women. He was a 
seducer and a manipulative elitist, who often dressed as the debonair seductress, much like Lon 
Chaney in London After Midnight. Of all the Universal Monsters, Count Dracula was the most 
unsympathetic character, mainly because he was Eastern. 
Of all the adaptations of Bram Stoker's famous novel, Dracula of 1931 was the most 
simplistic. It borrowed elements from both Nos.feratu and the stage version of "Dracula" from 
the late 1920s. The story line was simplified significantly at the request of Carl Laemmle Jr. 
When he was told of a "fantastic cabriolet" that could travel at "top speed" that was to be 
depicted in the film, he replied, "Why is this fantastic? It should be realistic! " 134 Laemmle 
wanted realism, and that is what Tod Browning delivered. There are few special effects, and 
those that are present are portrayed in a simplistic fashion. Characters that were not needed to 
134 Spadoni, 87. 
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tell the story of the Transylvanian Count were eliminated. The impressive sets of the 
Transylvanian castle were also depicted with realism. The stage version had developed elaborate 
backdrops and surreal visions of Dracula's castle, much more in the tradition ofthe German 
Expressionists. Laemmle and Browning wanted audiences to recognize that the castle in the film 
may very well be found in Transylvania. In what Robert Spadoni describes as Dracula ' s 
"skeletal narrative structure," the film gained but another unintended boost in the realistic 
portrayal of ghoulish living quarters . 135 
From the eerie dialogue of the early sound films , to the simplistic plot favored by 
Laemmle and Browning, Dracula succeeded in terrifying its audiences. That modem day 
audiences fail to be frightened testifies that Dracula was an element and product of its time. 
While the film will always be hailed as a classic, it was designed for the audiences of 1931 
exclusively. The film worked for Depression-era Americans and Dracula found the perfect 
atmospheres and the perfect audiences in 1931. Considering that the film has made millions over 
the past 77 years, timing certainly does pay off. 
VI 
The beginning of 1931 was crucial for the future of America' s horror film. Had Dracula 
not been a success, Frankenstein surely would have been cut from Universal's shooting 
schedule. As it happened, Americans gave their full support to the new direction the studio was 
headed under Laemmle Jr. His experiment had paid off and the groundwork laid for creation of 
more monster films. The remainder of the 1930s could easily be labeled the era of the monsters 
135 Spadoni , 80. 
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in Hollywood, and Universal became famous for putting out at least three to five monster films 
per year, at some points, as many as ten horror films were slated for release in one year. 
Believing he had struck gold, Laemmle had ordered a script to be written from Mary 
Shelley's novel, Frankenstein, shortly after the release of Dracula. Laemmle wanted the film to 
be released by the end of 1931. He was ready to give Americans what they wanted, and he did 
not intend to stop or slow down; instead he wanted to up the ante in every way. In Frankenstein 
Universal would again test the nerves of the censors and everyday Americans. Hollywood and 
American moviegoers were about to bear witness to a horror explosion. 
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"The Mon~ter i~ loo~e!" frunltenJtein ond 
the Monster Show Invade Hollywood 
"Look, its moving ... it's alive . .. it 's alive! In the name of God! 
Now I know what if feels like to be God!" 
-Dr. Frankenstein on the Monster's scientific birth 
in Frankenstein, 1931 136 
136 Frankenstein, directed by James Whale, Universal Productions, 1931 , laboratory scene. 
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"As darkness falls on Halloween night, a child stands before a full-length mirror, 
admiring his appearance ... practicing the look ... His face is greased green, his eyes are circled 
black ... This is our monster ... Frankenstein" 137 These opening lines, written by Susan Tyler 
Hitchcock in her book, Frankenstein: A Cultural History of2007, are certainly a fair assessment 
of the popularity of the monster Americans have come to know as "Frankenstein." As Dracula 
began to firmly establish the culture of the monster show in the cinema, Frankenstein cemented 
it. What occurred on the screen at the end of 1931, amid America's worst depression in history, 
was a momentous horror milestone. Frankenstein would become legendary, and has remained a 
tenet of early horror and a cultural icon until this day. 
Unlike its predecessor Dracula, Frankenstein did not experience a tumultuous 
production. With clear direction from a new director, James Whale, Universal Studios had no 
objection to the horror content of the film. Whale had a relative artistic license during the 
production, although his critiques of gender relations would increasingly find him wading in 
controversial waters, both during and after production. When the film was complete, another 
star would be born in the horror community. Boris Karloff, a relative unknown in Hollywood 
prior to 1931 , would emerge as the virtual heir to the horror legacy of Lon Chaney and 
simultaneously force Bela Lugosi to fight fiercely for his career and reputation within the genre. 
The horror superstar image which Lon Chaney embodied would treat Karloffto a very lucrative 
and successful career, and implant itself within the culture of America' s monster show culture. 
137 Susan Tyler Hitchcock, Frankenstein: A Cultural History, [London: Walker Books Ltd, 2007], 3. 
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Frankenstein's importance and success is very hard to exaggerate. The film gave new 
validation for the American horror movie and allowed moviegoers to fully immerse themselves 
in the Monster Show. Frankenstein certainly did usher in "a new world of gods and monsters" 138 
in Hollywood, and moviegoers wholeheartedly approved. 
I 
With his father on a "permanent vacation" from Universal's production hierarchy 
(Laemmle Sr. had been forced to retire shortly after the production of Dracula) Carl Laemmle Jr. 
found his position virtually unchecked within the studio. He was without a doubt considered to 
be a mastermind of the U.S . horror film. Dracula was his pet project, in many ways his own 
idea, so the success of the film was attributed to him as well. 
Laemmle had decided to follow Dracula with Mary Shelley's 
Frankenstein. In 1910, Thomas Edison had produced a short 
film about the Frankenstein monster, but it was not a horror film. 
Instead it centered on the sentimental relationship between man 
and science. Unlike Bram Stoker's tale, the rights to 
Frankenstein were rather accessible and easy to obtain for 
Universal, so when Frankenstein was in the preliminary 
planning stage, Laemmle vacationed in New York. 139 While there, he also began a search for a 
new director for his latest horror film. Tod Browning had proved to be a production nightmare. 
He had been repeatedly slow, disorganized, and plagued with personal problems on the set of 
138 Christopher Bram, Father of Frankenstein, [New York: Harper Perennial, 1995], Title . 
139 James Curtis, James Whale: A New World of Gods and Monsters , [Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
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Dracula. Laemmle wanted someone new and fresh who could lend new insights and direction to 
the horror film. The upper echelon ofUniversal sent Laemmle a few films of some promising, 
relatively unknown directors. After viewing one of them, Waterloo Bridge , a film released in 
early 1931 , Laemmle was brought to the attention of James Whale. Laemmle' s selection would 
be particularly helpful in the artistic direction ofthe young horror film, and would grant him a 
role in the creation of the monster genre. 
James Whale was born in Dudley, England in I 889 amid the water high mark of 
Victorian society .140 Whale was introduced to films through the English theatre, where he made 
his living throughout his early life. When Whale arrived in the United States he found that there 
was one aspect ofhis personal life that was judged more harshly than in England. Whale's 
homosexuality , while certainly frowned upon in England, was particularity threatening to his 
career in the United States. He had lived openly gay in England, but found that it was much 
more challenging in 1929 America; 141 nevertheless Whale did not change his lifestyle 
significantly. While he was much less forthcoming about his homosexuality, he was well known 
within Hollywood circles as "Universal's Gay Director" and Laemmle appeared to have no 
problem with Whale's homosexuality. Undoubtedly, the quality of his filmmaking compensated 
for his " ill reputable" lifestyle. By June of 193 I, Whale was on board with Frankenstein and had 
begun submitting script revisions to Laemmle. Whale insisted on, and was granted, full artistic 
license for the new horror film. Certainly his record with Universal and his successful 
production of Waterloo Bridge in 193 I earned him some entitlement from the studio . The 
influence of James Whale on the horror film was extremely powerful. With Frankenstein, 
Whale would begin a trademark of infusing horror with subtle humor that slyly allowed him to 
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mock heterosexual mentalities and conservative lifestyles. Whales ' alternative lifestyle and 
ultimate tragic demise was the subject ofthe 1995 book by Christopher Bram, Gods and 
Monsters, and the 1998 film ofthe same name, starring Ian McKellen and Brendan Fraser. In 
that contemporary film, Whale was depicted as a man plagued by his film career and continually 
haunted by them in his dreams. Certainly, the inner life of James Whale was complicated, and 
one often cannot disassociate the man from his horror films . Whale often described his later 
depression as one that resulted from the studio he worked for and thwarted artistic impulses. 
Indeed, he was fond of saying in later interviews that his most promising projects were, "the ones 
that had all been fucked up by the studio." 142 Nevertheless, James Whale has significant stature 
in the history ofthe horror film. His input on casting, makeup, art direction, and thematic 
direction left a unique imprint on Frankenstein and the other horror films that he directed. 
Originally, Carl Laemmle Jr. had planned to cast the same actors from Dracula in 
Frankenstein. Bela Lugosi was slated to portray the monster; Dwight Frye was to play Igor the 
hunchback assistant, and Edward van Sloan was to depict virtually the same patriarchal figure he 
played in Dracula. In early June 1931, these three actors began the initial screen tests. 143 When 
Laemmle asked director James Whale what he thought of the tests, Whale responded, "[The test] 
wasn ' t very good." 144 Whale hated Lugosi in the title role and did not believe he could 
successfully carry the part of the monster. He envisioned the "monster as a cadaverous being, 
hulking but bony" and found "Lugosi's face too round and fleshy ... and incompatible with the 
speechless monster. " 145 Whale told Laemmle that he wanted an actor "more likeable" than 
142 Curtis, I. 
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Lugosi. 146 In Dracula, Lugosi 's foreign appearance and accent had helped him gain the role of 
Count Dracula, but these elements worked against him in the Frankenstein picture. Clearly, 
Lugosi's "charm" was in his foreignness, and, since the monster in Frankenstein had no dialogue 
and was not scripted as an easterner, he would have no "likeability" to audiences. Bela Lugosi 
was not thrilled with the role of the monster anyway. He thought the monster would be a dry 
character in the film, with no dialogue and virtually no emotion. When Laemmle told him he 
was to be replaced on the film, Lugosi had no serious objections. The man to replace Lugosi was 
William Henry Pratt, known to history as Boris Karloff. Pratt had changed his name when he 
arrived in the United States from England. Pratt was a sophisticated English gentleman, but in 
1930, had changed his name to "Boris Karloff' hoping that an exotic name might lend him some 
much needed attention in the industry. Karloff recalled that he, "spent ten years in Hollywood 
without causing the slightest stir, then one day I was sitting in the commissary at Universal, 
having lunch, and looking rather well turned out, I thought, when a man sent a note over to my 
table, asking ifl'd like to audition for the part of a monster." 147 
James Whale ' s spotting ofKarloffat the Universal 
commissary was more an act of desperation than of divine 
epiphany. Whale had not yet found the lead monster for his 
film, which was scheduled to begin shooting in a few days, and 
needed to find a replacement for Lugosi very quickly. Karloff 
had appeared in a number of Universal films, mostly as an 
146 Ibid. 
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Fig. 40. "Boris Karl off' in The Criminal 
Code 
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extra or tough criminal. His appearance in the 1931 film The Criminal Code alerted Whale to his 
fantastic bone structure, which Whale thought might work well for the role of the monster. 148 
Despite Karloff's claim, it appears that Whale went looking for him in the Universal 
Commissary. After auditioning, Karl off was given the role. Whale instructed Karl off to master 
the forms of physical emotion, as this was the only way to bring the monster to life on film. 
Devoid of dialogue, Karl off did his best to master the art of pantomime for his upcoming debut. 
In hindsight, Karloff's monster forever changed his career in Hollywood, and that of the horror 
film . 
II 
Despite the attention focused on the monster, James Whale also assembled a strong 
supporting cast of characters. Colin Clive portrayed Dr. Frankenstein. Mae Clarke was hired as 
his fiance, and, as previously mentioned, Edward van Sloan assumed his role as the gentlemanly 
Dr. Waldman, and Dwight Frye starred as Igor. Shooting began in mid-1931 and aimed for a 
November release date. When the project was finished, it met with both controversy and praise 
due to its unique and fresh perspective. 
One of the greatest achievements of the film lay in the tremendous advancements in 
makeup. When Lon Chaney was perfecting his early-horror roles, there was no makeup 
department for special effects. Chaney had to invent his own techniques to produce his grisly 
appearances. This was not the case on the set of Frankenstein . Jack Pierce, the makeup artist 
assigned to the film, became a legend in the industry for his stunning effects. Pierce practiced 
his makeup on cadavers and used embalming techniques to create his designs and makeup 
148 Skal (200 1 ), 134. 
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effects. 149 Yet, his advancements in makeup took hours to apply and were extremely painful to 
remove. Sarah Karl off, the daughter of Boris Karl off, remembered that the makeup process 
"took nearly four hours to apply each morning and several hours to remove each night. It was 
forty pounds ... my father lost twenty five pounds during 
shooting." 150 No doubt, Pierce made his subjects suffer 
for his art, especially actresses. Elsa Lanchester, who 
would have her encounters with Whale in 1935 on the 
set of The Bride of Frankenstein , said of the makeup 
artist, "Jack Pierce did really feel that he made people-
like he was a god who created human beings ... He'd say 
'Good morning,' Perhaps-but you couldn't say it 
his subjects, but all could thank them for their careers. Jack Pierce would create unforgettable 
monster images for Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi , Lon Chaney Jr., and dozens of other horror 
legends. Quite simply, Americans would not recognize the iconic image of the Frankenstein 
monster without the stunning makeup artistry of Jack Pierce. 
Many of the sets from Dracula were reused in the production of Frankenstein. Like its 
predecessor, Frankenstein was set in a foggy European backdrop, where all ofthe main 
characters miraculously spoke English and were properly accented. Herman Rosse was hired as 
production designer, and he immediately began infusing German expressionism with a new 
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modernist edge. 1s2 Whale had given him this very complicated task when he said, "I want you 
[Rosse] to make this picture very modern and materialistic .. . something of Dr. Caligari , 
something of Edgar Allan Poe, and, of course, a good deal ofus." 1s3 The ultimate vision was a 
modern take on the gothic. While Frankenstein wasn ' t as traditionally gothic as Dracula, it kept 
the major symbols of the ancient European castle, bats, and an inexplicably dark and dreary 
landscape. All of the tenants of German expressionism were evident, and did indeed aid the 
films eerie atmosphere . 
Mae Clarke, who portrayed Elizabeth in the film, remarked that the set of Frankenstein 
was like a "scientist ' s laboratory ... everyday there was tea time. And everyone on the set had his 
own cup and saucer" 154 Amid the sets of mad laboratories and gothic castles, there was a level 
of English sophistication from the majority of the cast and crew. Throughout her "tea time" 
sessions, Mae Clarke, like her male costar Colin Clive, was dealing with her own personal 
problems while filming Frankenstein. Less than a year after production, the Los Angeles Times 
displayed a headline entitled: 
"Suffering from a breakdown attributed to too much work, Mae Clarke, motion 
pictures actress, is in a nearby sanitarium for a complete rest ... Because visitors 
are not allowed, her mother and father yesterday declined to disclose the name of 
the sanitarium" Iss 
Suffering from continuous bouts of depression, Clarke allegedly became addicted to pain 
medication sometime in 1930. 1s6 While her costars never registered any complaints against her, 
she was a troubled starlet during filming . Similarly, Colin Clive suffered from severe alcoholism 
while on the set. Described by Clarke as "the handsomest man I ever saw-and also the 
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saddest," 157 Clive would die of alcohol poising in 1937, two years after his last horror 
appearance in The Bride of Frankenstein. 
Some of the most controversial scenes in Frankenstein centered on the interaction 
between the Frankenstein monster and a young g'irl named Maria. The most offensive scene for 
the censors took place midway through the film when the monster escaped from Dr. 
Frankenstein's laboratory and met little Maria. He encountered the young girl sitting on the 
ground next to a lake as she played with some flowers. He observed her picking flowers and 
throwing them into the water as they naturally floated away. When the monster emerged in front 
of the little girl, she was not frightened or shocked by his appearance. Unlike the adults who 
were horrified by the monster's appearance, the young Maria was totally accepting of him. She 
invited him to sit down with her and play the "flower game." The monster threw a flower into 
Fig. 42. The Monster and little Maria take on innocence and sexuality in America 
the lake and watched it float 
away. He became excited and 
donned a smile for the first 
time in the film. After a few 
moments, the monster picked 
up little Maria and threw her 
into the water, believing she 
would float like the flowers 
they had been playing with. To 
his astonishment, the girl did not float and, unable to swim, Maria drowned at the bottom of the 
lake. The monster was horrified by what had happened and, distraught and confused, ran away 
in misery. Whale was able to convince Laemmle to keep this scene in the film but viewers and 
157 Mank, 55 . 
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critics alike were astonished and outraged by the scene, precipitating a firestorm of controversy. 
A critic for the Motion Picture Herald wrote on November 14, 1932: "I won't forgive Junior 
Laemmle or James Whale for permitting the Monster to drown a little girl before my very 
eyes." 158 Whale maintained that the scene was crucial to the film, and refused to cut it out. 
Marilyn Harris, the young actress who portrayed Maria remembered being told that "women 
were fainting. It was the shocking thing ofthe day." 159 Within the cast of the film, there was 
disagreement about the scene as well. Boris Karl off was particularly upset over the scene, and 
believed it was "beneath his character." 160 He pleaded with Whale to forget filming the scene 
altogether, to which Whale reminded the gentlemanly Karloffthat his character was a monster, 
but still the two sparred over the scene during and after production. Ultimately, the scene 
remained intact until1937, when censors removed it before the film could be re-released.161 
Today, the scene has been fully restored and is included in VHS and DVD editions. 
Whale was very provocative in his depiction of gender on camera. He enjoyed pushing 
the envelope, and that was partly what he was doing with this infamous scene. To make his 
picture exceptionally unnerving, he wanted to drown a young girl in front of the nation. He 
deliberately needed the victim to be a young, white, female because she represented vulnerability 
and the innocent youth of America. She was completely accepting, to the point of putting herself 
in peril , and she suffered for it. The monster, which is the creation of modernity and science, is 
the ultimate force that killed her. He did not do it deliberately, but the implication is that it was 
in his "manmade nature" to misunderstand and destroy. Whale was stressing a point that there 
was no intentional murderer of the American dream during the Depression; no one was to blame 
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exclusively. Analyzing the scene further, there is also a subtle sexual context as well. The 
"flower game" also represents a woman's virginity and "pureness." Whale designed the scene as 
an interaction between an innocent virgin and a brute monster, which is arguably one of the most 
uncomfortable interactions for Americans to stomach. When the monster killed Maria, he also 
"deflowered" her as well. So then, there is an implied sexual relationship between Maria and the 
Frankenstein monster that is perplexing and worthy of substantial discussion and revision in film 
history scholarship. 
The drowning of little Maria was not the only objection censors had with Frankenstein. 
The Catholic Church also objected to the portrayal of god in the film. After Dr. Frankenstein 
brought his monster to life, he uttered, "Now I know what it feels like to be god." 162 The 
Catholic Church convinced Universal to cut this bit of dialogue, but many were still not satisfied. 
Religious groups objected to the films theme of "human" intervention. Men were not supposed 
to be able to create life in a laboratory; that was god's duty alone. Laemmle decided to attach a 
warning to the film in the same fashion that the studio had done with Dracula earlier in the year. 
Edward Van Sloan again appeared on screen before the film began with this disclaimer: 
"Mr. Carl Laemmle Jr. feels we should give you just a word of friendly warning. 
We are about to unfold the story of Frankenstein, a man of science, who sought to 
create a man after his own image, without reckoning with upon God. It is one of 
the strangest tales ever told. It deals with the two great mysteries of creation-Life 
and Death . . . if any of you do not wish to subject your nerves ... now is your 
chance" 163 
The disclaimer may have quelled some of the controversy, as there were no major complaints 
after the film hit theatres officially in November 1931, but outside the United States, the film was 
banned outright in a handful of countries including Czechoslovakia and Sweden. 164 Interestingly 
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enough, while the film assumed some "blasphemous" attitudes towards god and religion, it was 
not so kind to science or technology either. Unlike Dracula, science was portrayed in a negative 
light in Frankenstein. After all, science created the monster. Dr. Frankenstein, portrayed by 
Colin Clive, had gone mad in his laboratory. He had gone around the countryside, collecting 
body parts, and had constructed a hideous cadaver in his tucked-away castle. By interfering with 
the natural world, Frankenstein created a true monster. The monster was in so many ways the 
result of meddling technology and overconfidence in science. 
In recent times, and as James Whale's 
homosexuality has become more widely known, there has 
been significant scholarship that has labeled the monster as 
the first "homosexual" of the horror film. In The Celluloid 
Closet, Vito Russo described the monster as "an antisocial 
figure in the same way that gay people were 'things' that 
should not have happened." 165 This idea of the monster's 
subtle homosexuality is very interesting, and worth some 
discussion. The monster was an abomination that had been 
created by new technology, fading traditional beliefs in god, and changing cultural attitudes . 
Within society, the monster cannot fit in anywhere. His creator resented him and society did not 
understand or accept him. Much of the monster's plight paralleled that of homosexuals in 1931 
America, but the fundamental flaw in this argument is that James Whale, a rather open 
homosexual on the set of Frankenstein, was not very concerned with images of homosexuality 
on film, nor was he insecure with his sexual orientation and place in society. James Curtis, the 
authoritative James Whale biographer, notes that his insecurities lay not with his homosexuality, 
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but with his class orientation. Curtis clarifies that "Whale was quietly obsessed with his social 
position, which in England often depended on matters of birth, accent, and bearing." 166 Indeed, 
James Whale was always overcompensating for his meager social beginnings. Always well 
dressed, Whale made up for his humble childhood years by going to fine restaurants, driving 
expensive cars , and buying an expensive home in Pacific Palisades. A close friend of Whale 
remarked that "Jimmy [Whale] was enormously proud of being so rich . .. When I visited his 
beautiful home, it was if he was saying: ' My dear boy, you've come to the right place" 167 It was 
this obsessive desire to be in the "right" social classes that pervaded Whale's films. The 
majority of the characters in Frankenstein were very wealthy and displayed fine taste. 
Underprivileged characters were extreme in their roles as well. The poor were very poor, the 
rich were very rich; there was virtually no middle class in Frankenstein , except for the monster. 
The monster was a figure trapped between classes that both chose to reject him. Class, rather 
than homosexuality, was Whale's theme of choice, and it came through vividly in Frankenstein. 
The "queer" reading of the film, however, is quite worth of further analysis and exploration in 
the literature of the horror film . Theoretically, horror films are quite interestingly available to 
new "queer" theories, and Frankenstein set the precedent of the complicated and perplexing 
sexuality of American monsters . 
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As had been the case with Dracula, Frankenstein was deeply enhanced and aided by the 
cinema's transition to sound. James Whale utilized the new technology to create genuinely eerie 
special effects in the movie theatre. Sound was a crucial ally in creating a frightening monster 
and in setting the film apart from anything else that had been produced to date. 
For the opening scene of the film, James Whale utilized the power of sound to create a 
powerfully eerie commencement to Frankenstein. Whale had a microphone placed inside a 
coffin to record the sound of dirt hitting the outside lid. 168 The effect, which occured within the 
first two minutes of the film, was frightening enough for Variety to call it the film ' s "Shudder 
number one." 169 Whale also utilized sound to warn viewers of approaching suspense. In one 
scene, we hear the footsteps of the monster in another room before we see him emerge. Dr. 
Frankenstein was alerted to the approaching monster, and was heightened to a suspenseful state. 
The sound of the monster's approach placed the audience in the same position of anticipation 
and nervousness. These techniques were "special effects" to James Whale and the 1931 horror 
film. By experimenting with sound, Whale was able to create tension and thrills through noises, 
thuds, and echoes. 
Characters were also greatly enhanced by the advent of sound and through Whale ' s 
experimentation. The monster was animated with grunts and other noises. For example, the 
audience was alerted to his fear of fire simply by hearing his frightened squeal. While the 
monster could not form actual words, the sounds he emitted were extremely important to his 
character. Arguably, he was more frightening because he could not speak. His primitiveness 
was frightening , but also gave his character approval from the audience. Moviegoers 
sympathized with his lack of fully developed physical capabilities. Also, since the monster could 
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not speak, he was perceived as newly born and innocent to audiences. The scene in which the 
monster was brought to life was certainly enhanced by Whale's sound effects. As Dr. 
Frankenstein lifted the monster up into the sky, one heard his electrical gadgets going haywire. 
Machines popped and the humming of electricity alerted the moviegoer to the unexplainable 
science that was at hand. The actual layout of Frankenstein's laboratory was surreal , but that 
added to the feelings of dread to the environment. Familiar sounds, like that of electricity, were 
used for diabolical tests and experiments. Those same sounds that powered the appliances of the 
everyday American were being utilized to create a monster. This was another very effective tool 
utilized by Whale to make his picture "scary" to moviegoers. Lastly, Whale borrowed some 
aspects of sound from Dracula. Silence had created an unsettling atmosphere for many scenes in 
Dracula, and Frankenstein utilized the same strategy for key scenes. When the monster first 
encountered Dr. Frankenstein, there was complete silence as they faced each other. The 
audience was left in a suspenseful waiting period. The shots made it clear that something was 
about to happen, but the scene was unnecessarily extended, devoid of sound, to make viewers 
feel extremely tense and apprehensive about keeping their eyes open. Both sound and the 
absence of created frightening scenes in Frankenstein. 
Sound was also put to good use in advertisements for the film. A good example of this 
was given in a report by the Motion Picture Herald in 1931. The report detailed that 
"For ten seconds before the trailer was thrown on the screen the house was 
darkened. During this period groans and moans, produced on a special disc, came 
from behind the screen. Then, while the house was still dark and the screen still 
blank, a deathly green head and the hands of the ' monster ' were projected on the 
blackness of the ceiling" 170 
These kinds of in-house special effects were simply not possible before the advent of sound film. 
James Whale and Universal's advertising staff were able to utilize the effects of sound to work 
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towards the film's advantage. Sound created fear in the early horror film and many of the 
revolutionary techniques that were mastered in 1931's Frankenstein remain effective and widely 
used in today's horror films. In truth, sound is inseparable from both the horror film and monster 
show culture. 
IV 
One of the clear distinctions between Dracula and 
Frankenstein was in the advertising for the two films. The 
film posters that described the monster in Frankenstein 
were the first to actually use the term "monster" at all. 
Their focus on the Karloff character was a deliberate 
choice determined by the reactions of U.S. moviegoers, 
who were more interested in monsters than the quasi-
romantic image of the first Dracula posters. In the new 
Universal posters, the monster was the star, and this is 
essential to the monster show mentality that idealizes and 
immortalizes the monster character. 
The most famous Frankenstein poster, and frankly the most frightening of all early horror 
advertisements, was one that depicted the monster illuminated by an eerie red light. The caption 
of the poster read: "Warning! The Monster is Loose!" and the Frankenstein title was dripping 
with blood. This was a sharp contrast with the Dracula film posters from just earlier in the same 
year. Whereas the first Dracula posters hesitated to convey the horror content of the film, this 
poster was clearly confidant in the imagery of the monster and the horror element of the film . 
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The monster was frightening and dangerous; and was also worthy of the star treatment by 
occupying the poster by himself. The supporting characters were merely that; the monster was 
the true celebrity. Even the later posters of Dracula portrayed the Count with the rest of the cast. 
There was also a sense of authority within the Frankenstein monster, for he seemed to have to 
moral guidance to reject Dr. Frankenstein and his diabolical science experiments. The film 
certainly portrayed him as frightening and likeable in the same breath. The typical American 
moviegoer was encouraged by Universal to go and see Frankenstein for the sole reason of 
catching a glimpse of the monster himself. The plot was not represented in the poster, and it was 
not needed. 
The "Cutawl" poster was also specifically designed to market 
Frankenstein. An advertisement for the "Cutawl" poster promised to 
"Make your posters come to life!" 171 The idea behind the "Cutawl" was 
to create three-dimensional stand alone posters that could be displayed in 
movie theatre lobbies. Universal jumped on the new concept and had 
never happened in the film, but it was a very successful advertising 
strategy that enhanced and glorified the monster ' s role in the movie. 172 The monster was treated 
as a superhero-antagonist. In a 1932 picture of a Frankenstein film 
showing, there is a young man depicted in full Frankenstein monster 
costume sitting on a car. The moviegoer appears confident, 
authoritative, and pleased dressed as a monster. As this photo suggests, 
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"dressing up" became a way for moviegoers to actively "take part" in the performance of the 
film. 
The significance of the Frankenstein posters was that they were produced by Universal 
Studios. The studio, which had to gauge the sensitivities of its audiences, was comfortable 
depicting the monster and the horror film in a positive way. They had trembled and debated as 
to how Dracula should be advertised, but there was no disagreement about Frankenstein. It was 
a true-blood horror film, and for once Universal did not try to hide it. Instead, the advertising of 
the film celebrated its horror content and encouraged moviegoers to rally behind, even identify 
with, the monster. It was a huge transition for the studio and the horror film. 
v 
Robert Spadoni, a notable film historian, may have said it best in his book when he 
wrote, "Frankenstein outstrips Dracula in every way." 173 While Dracula will forever maintain a 
landmark status in the history of the horror motion picture, Frankenstein surpassed its box office 
sales, was more respected by critics alike, and was simply a better made film. 
Critics found Frankenstein far superior to Browning's Dracula. The Motion Picture 
Herald, which had come out so strongly against the drowning scene, said of the film at the end of 
1931: 
"Morbidity is not without its claim to a high place among humanity's respectable 
emotional interests. If the psychologists can be believed ... people like the tragic 
best at those times when their own spirits are depressed, and the economists tell 
us that even more than their spirits are at a low ebb." 174 
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According to the Motion Picture Herald, horror had arrived at the perfect time for Depression-
era Americans. Dracula was no longer the cutting edge in horror. Frankenstein had progressed, 
in just a few months, to be more sophisticated and technologically savvy. The impact of 
Frankenstein was that it pronounced that the horror film was respectable, and indeed worthy of 
the same kind of budgets, direction, and attention as all other genres. Horror was finally 
becoming mainstream in the American cinema. 
In December of 1931, New Yorkers braved rainstorms to see Frankenstein , nearly a 
month after its initial release, and it sold out in every theatre in which it was showing. 175 
Dracula was still screening in theatres, but was eclipsed in box office earnings by the new horror 
film. Universal finished out the year 1931 earning a profit for the year of over $400,000, due to 
the successes of both Dracula and Frankenstein .176 Carl Laemmle Jr. had arguably the most 
power within a studio in all of Hollywood. He had created a new cash crop for Universal , and 
everyone was watching the studio, something that had never before been the case. Universal 
Studios had created a franchise in the monster movie. 
VI 
Escapism is not the answer in explaining the massive appeal of horror films in the 1930s. 
Many factors influenced the history of the horror film. Frankenstein was a very entertaining film 
that pushed boundaries and incorporated audiences into a culture of the monster show. In April 
1931, the term horror begins to be used to describe an American film. Variety used the term in 
an article that was entitled "Universal Has Horror Cycle All to Itself." 177 
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By the end of 1931, it was clear that something had happened in Hollywood and in 
theatres across the nation. What had happened was the origination of monster show culture in 
the United States. The monster show was emerging and defining itself; exactly what it was, who 
it consisted of, and what it meant were becoming clear. Horror films were being defined by this 
cultural mindset. Count Dracula and the Frankenstein Monster were unlikely heroes in 
American cinema, but moviegoers had made them just that. In the film posters that were 
released in 1931, there was a strong sense that the film studios were accepting this idea, and were 
reorganizing the way in which they sold movies . Americans were also proclaiming that they 
were unafraid of fear. They loved to be scared, and they tempted Hollywood to push the 
boundaries to try and shock them. Hardened by the Depression, Americans nevertheless 
declared that they were still able to go out and enjoy themselves. They had not lost their 
humanity or their desire for entertainment. The monster show was the culture that Americans 
created around the horror film. They watched it in a certain way and had very different 
expectations from horror than any other genre. Horror could incorporate humor, fantasy , 
realism, murder, sympathy, and victimization. Moviegoers dressed up in costumes of their 
favorite monsters to go see their favorite horror films. The monster show allowed audiences to 
claim the genre of horror for themselves. By 1932, the American movie-going public was 
calling some of the shots in Hollywood. The horror genre was above all else, something that 
they wanted. So then, audiences and film studios were working collaboratively in the horror 
genre. As 1932 dawned, the horror genre was in good health and had an undeniably long future 
in the film industry. The rise of the horror film industry was in full swing and there was nothing 
that could slow it down. 
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19J1: 
Ameri(o'~ Horror lxplo~ion 
"Hollywood is just too marvelous. One feels the footprints 
Of all the immortals are here, but has a terrible 
Feeling that they are in sand and wont last 
When Civilization comes this way. " 
-James Wbale, director of Frankenstein, 1929 178 
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When we look at the sheer number of horror films released in 1932, the idea of a "horror 
explosion" in the United States appears quite accurate. Considering that only two legitimate 
horror films existed prior to 1932, this advancement is extraordinary. Unlike in 1931, the cast of 
actors involved in the horror industry in 1932 was huge. To refute the Variety article of April 
1931 which proclaimed, "Universal Has Horror Cycle All to Itself," 179 nearly all Hollywood 
studios were involved in the horror genre by the end of 1932. Horror was becoming a universal 
phenomenon in the film industry, and Carl Laemmle Jr. and Universal Studios could no longer 
claim that they alone were in charge of the monster film. Universal found tremendous success in 
the monster genre, but so did many other studios. Nearly a dozen horror films hit theatres in 
1932, each one different from one another. The horror film and monster show culture had 
arrived in American history. 
Horror held its own in the U.S. film industry in the 1930s, becoming one of the most 
popular, and profitable, genres .. At Universal, the most profitable movies were the monster 
films, and they received substantial budgets and attention. James Whale, the visionary director 
or Frankenstein, was hired by Universal for several more horror films before he abandoned his 
career and retreated to the life of a recluse before committing suicide in 1957. 180 Tod Browning, 
the controversial "dark" director of Dracula, rescued his career once again with his controversial 
1932 film Freaks, and again found himself a leading horror director. Bela Lugosi and Boris 
Karloff eventually found themselves competing for the role of the premier horror icon; Lugosi 
would eventually lose that fight, and lose it quite badly. By the end ofthe 1930s, Carl Laemmle 
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Jr. would be pushed out of his father ' s film company, and no Laemmle would ever control 
Universal again. One by one, many of the major characters who brought the horror film about in 
1931 met their own demises and personal horror stories. But the years following 1931 were in 
many ways about the horror film itself, and not those involved with them. For, even without the 
leadership of Laemmle, or the vision of Whale, or the dramatic performances of Bela Lugosi, the 
horror film continued to flourish and succeed within the U.S. film industry. Monster show 
culture was something that was being guided and strengthened by everyday moviegoers, in 
conjunction with the studios. The monsters certainly were loose in Hollywood and they were 
enjoying tremendous success. 
I 
In 1932, President Herbert Hoover was presiding over a Depression that "grew worse 
almost by the day ." 181 While Hoover and the Republican Party were not solely responsible for 
the economic misfortunes of the nation, the American people were holding both the man and his 
party accountable. In the 1932 elections, Democrats benefited from the anti -Hoover feeling in 
the nation, gaining 56.6% of the seats in the House of Representatives and winning the majority 
of the seats in the U.S. Senate.182 In addition to the tumultuous changes at the state levels, 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt from New York unseated Hoover from the presidency. In the United 
States, "a fundamental change in politics was under way." 183 Across the country, there was a 
sense of uncertainty as to the new direction that Roosevelt and the Democrats were leading the 
United States. For Roosevelt to succeed, he had to win over a majority of Americans open to 
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cultural change and optimism. In Hollywood, that willingness to change and accept something 
new had already been firmly acknowledged with the advent of the horror film. Over the course 
of 1931 , American moviegoers had eradicated any stereotypical views of themselves as rigid, 
unadventurous, or old-fashioned. The horror films of 1932 and beyond were so fresh and 
innovative, that we must consider horror to be one of the first significant avant-garde waves of 
early American film. 
Jekyll and Hyde was a very popular hit on Broadway around the same time that stage 
versions of Dracula and Frankenstein were touring the states. Paramount Pictures was eager to 
find a unique horror film to compete with the surprising success that Universal was having in 
1931, so Rouben Mamoulian, the same director of the stage version, was hired to adapt the story 
for Paramount while Universal was still shooting Frankenstein. 184 Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde was 
to be Paramount's first attempt at horror, and it was a vast change from Universal's horror 
pictures. With Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, which was officially released in early 1932, the monster 
of the film was not a supernatural being, but a doctor with 
a devilish split personality. The monster and the hero 
were physically one and the same. The makeup in the 
film was inspired by both Nosferatu of 1922 and London 
After Midnight of 1927. On screen, Mr. Hyde was very 
reminiscent of Lon Chaney' s vampire creation; he also 
shared the hideous fingers and style ofMurnau ' s vampire 
in Nosf eratu. The makeup was , in the style of Dracula 
and Frankenstein, one of the main attractions of the film . 
For moviegoers, the more grotesque and offensive the characters were the better. Variety ran an 
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article about the film in January of 1932, entitled "The Woman ' s Angle" that focused on its 
breakthroughs in appealing to female viewers: 
"The classic shocker loses much of its stark horror and consequent unpleasantness 
for women, by growing logical with psychoanalytical motivation and daringly 
presented sex appeal. .. latest version made enticing instead of repellant to the 
girls." Iss 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde reached beyond the stereotypical gender roles which were rampant in 
Dracula and Frankenstein. Instead, the women in the film were more comfortable with their 
sexuality. Yet, the film was problematic in other areas. One of the female characters named Ivy, 
a prostitute, was depicted as a cruel seductress who tempted Dr. Jekyll and caused him to commit 
more chaos as Mr. Hyde. Jekyll was wise enough not to venture out at night, since that was 
when he turned into Mr. Hyde, but Ivy tempted him to do so anyway with her sexuality. On the 
other hand, she was the first woman in a horror film that was in contro I of her own sexuality, at 
least to a degree. Fredric March portrayed both Jekyll and Hyde with a theatrical approach. 
These dual roles came across as very theatrical , and March did a sensational job contrasting the 
two dual characters he portrayed. In fact , his performance was magnificent enough to win 
March an Academy Award for best actor at the 1933 Academy Awards. The Oscar win was 
significant because it demonstrated that within the film community, horror films were being 
taken seriously. Upon his acceptance, March commented that his success in the film was due to 
the work of Wally Westmore, the makeup artist on Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 186 Makeup 
continued to have significant sway on the power of the horror film, although Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde 's success at the box office demonstrated that horror did not have a specific formula. It 
departed from the models of Universal , and created its own success and position among the new 
horror films . A horror film could be different from the Universal model and still be profitable. 
185 Skal (2001 ), 144. 
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One ofthe most bizarre and controversial horror films of 1932 was that ofTod 
Browning's Freaks, which still fell within the horror genre, but was very unique. Browning had 
a peculiar fascination with sideshow "freaks." He had traveled with various "freak shows" in his 
younger days, and had since been obsessed with physical deformities and oddities. For the film, 
Browning insisted that he alone be responsible for casting decisions. He tapped into his 
networks and hired only "legitimate freaks" for his film. Most members of the crew were 
shocked and disturbed by Browning's insistence on "real freaks" for the lead roles. Basil 
Wrangell , the film editor of 
the project, commented that 
Browning "got a bang out of 
seeing the crippled 
characters." 187 Screenwriter 
Budd Schulberg went further 
saying, "there was a certain 
glee in the way Tod 
Browning went about making 
the picture .. . Those freaks 
were all over the set and it sent shivers through us to look at them. But he enjoyed it too 
much." 188 Whatever Browning' s inclinations, it certainly was the most bizarre script to be 
written in Hollywood to date. The film centered on Cleopatra, a trapeze star who was vain, 
greedy, manipulative, and the only "normal" looking character of the film. She married a 
wealthy sideshow midget named Hans, and then began to poison him so that she and her 
187 Vieira, 44. 
188 Ibid. 
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mistress, Hercules, could rob him of his savings. The role of Cleopatra was given to Olga 
Baclanova, who left Russia in 1925; eight years after the Bolsheviks seized power. 189 She was a 
rabid anti-communist who began appearing in Hollywood films in 1928, mainly depicting 
unflattering Russian characters. Her role in Freaks was very remarkable, and enough to classify 
the film as one of the first Cold War horror pictures. While the character of Cleopatra was not 
given a specific origin, her accent suggested that she was indeed Russian and it was the Russian 
who was vain and greedy; Cleopatra did not care about human feelings or emotion and exploited 
the innocent, good-hearted Hans. Cleopatra was represented as a character beyond redemption. 
The film contained numerous scenes that were disturbing and scandalous, including ones in 
which Browning fooled audiences with fake nudity. In one such scene, a "naked clown" was 
having a conversation with another "freak" while in a bathtub. The clown got up, and was found 
to be wearing clothes that had been concealed in the bathtub. Audiences were shocked at first , 
believing they had seen a naked man, but were instead fooled by Browning's effects. In the most 
powerful scene of the film, Cleopatra was welcomed into the 
"Freak Community" by the sideshows, but instead refused 
them. "You are all freaks! I could never befriend any of 
you! Freaks!" 190 she shouted at them. Baclanova may have 
drawn on her own anxieties on the set, considering that the 
real life actress was actually afraid of her co stars. She said in 
Fig. 49. Olga Baclanova 's mutilated body in Freaks 
an interview about the film, "Every night I am sick, because I 
can't look at them. " 191 In the shocking climax of the film, the "freaks" turned on Cleopatra 
turning her into an amputee freak that resembled a chicken. Even today, this ending ofthe film 
189 Mank 119 
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is shocking to the first-time viewer. Not surprisingly, the film met with very hostile censor 
boards and a baffled reception by both audiences and critics. The New Yorker called Freaks "a 
little gem, albeit a perverse one." 192 The film's reception by audiences across the nation was 
unpredictable. The film was banned by the San Francisco and Atlanta censor boards, yet was 
allowed in Boston, Cincinnati, and Omaha. 193 In Los Angeles, the film closed after only two 
weeks at the theatres after censors objected to the film's "morbid, unwholesome content." 194 
MGM pulled the film from circulation a month after its release, losing $164,000 on the project. 
Freaks was a rare retreat in the arena of the horror film. The "monsters" in the film were real 
people, and that did not sit well with the audiences of 1932. The precedent had been set by 
Universal that monsters, while frightening, were ultimately not real. In Freaks, American 
moviegoers demonstrated that they were uncomfortable incorporating realism within their horror 
pictures. Ironically, the film was re-released in the early 1960s and became a cult classic. Since 
then, the film has never been out of print and has grown in stature. For Tod Browning, it was a 
stylistic comeback from Dracula. This film had significant meaning to him, and Browning was 
very proud of critiquing traditional Americans, and labeling them as the true "freaks." 195 
Browning would always consider Freaks his greatest achievement, and ironically, died one year 
prior to its revival at the 1962 Venice Film Festival. 196 He was never able to see the restoration 
and rebirth of the film ' s reputation. 
Bela Lugosi attempted to solidify his position as a horror film icon with three horror 
films in 1932, each one proving a success at the box office, but doing nothing to enhance or 
strengthen Lugosi's career. In Murders in the Rue Morgue, his first picture since Dracula, Bela 
192 Ibid. 
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Lugosi played a mad doctor who tortured and killed women in his laboratory for their blood; the 
women were either said to have "pure" or "rotten" blood. Those with "rotten" blood were the 
"unfortunates" in society, meaning they were either prostitutes or promiscuous women. The film 
handily reinforced sexist gender roles, and the female lead in the film, Arlene Francis, found that 
sexism was an element on Lugosi's part as well. As she described, Lugosi refused to speak with 
Fig. 50. Signs of a fading career, Lugosi in Murders in the Rue 
Morgue, 1932 
her on the set and was very "moody and 
reclusive" towards her and other women. 197 She 
also remarked that Lugosi was fond of using cat 
names for his female costars .198 Murders in the 
Rue Morgue was a very dark film and its premise 
was a detour from the mystical monster films of 
Dracula and Frankenstein. The monster of the 
film was a man, a very disturbed, sadistic man. 
The film was moderately successful but earned 
no great praise for Lugosi. In White Zombie, an 
independently produced horror film from 
Halperin Productions, Lugosi starred in the first 
ever zombie horror film. As Murder Legendre, 
Lugosi used voodoo magic to raise the dead and created an army of walking zombies . The 
walking zombies symbolized the zombie-like bread lines in America, "where people often 
overlooked one another's humanity." 199 White Zombie, with its low budget, was nonetheless a 
success. The film proved that a horror film could still maintain the crucial elements, which are 
197 Skal (200 I), 164. 
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mood, atmosphere, and monsters, without a substantial budget. In fact , as Robert Spadoni 
argues, the film set a precedent that low-budget horror films were often very successful, and 
certainly this has been the case in modern cinematic history. 200 In his third and final film of 
1932, Island of Lost Souls, Lugosi depicted the leader of the mutant monsters on the island of Dr. 
Moreau, portrayed by Charles Laughton, the British actor who married Elsa Lanchester. The 
film, which was an adaptation of H. G. Wells ' s novel The Island of Dr. Moreau , took a 
"Darwinian" approach to the human condition.201 Evolution was something that could be 
experimented with, not dictated by religion. Most audiences did not even recognize Lugosi in 
his makeup. The film was banned in England and rejected in several cities due to one 
particularly risque scene, where one of the mutants on the island attempted to rape a young 
woman. The New York Times called the scene "deliberate, mechanical, and unnecessary."202 It 
is important to note, however, that only within the horror genre would such a risk be possible in 
1932. Horror meant opportunity and experimentation for many directors, and many things were 
suddenly allowed to be considered for the screen. In the years to come, Bela Lugosi would find 
himself in Boris Karl off s shadow and unable to ever fully regain his position as a major horror 
star. After 1932, Lugosi's career spiraled down. Despite a few memorable performances in the 
late 1930s, Lugosi was relegated to the lowest of low-budget films, including those of Ed Wood 
in the 1950s. Discarded by the major studios and unable to revive his career, Lugosi resorted to 
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heroine and other drugs, which he routinely called his "medicine."203 In 1956, Lugosi died of a 
drug overdose at his home in Los Angeles. Per his request, he was draped and buried in the 
original cape that he used in Dracula, his greatest achievement according to critics, moviegoers, 
and himself. His emergence as a horror film star 
was also the crescendo of his career. Like so 
many horror icons, Lugosi proved that often it 
was impossible to escape from the typecast of 
Fi g. 5 I. The "Final Coffin," Lugosi, dead from a heroin overdose is 
draped in his original Dracula cape, the role that made him famous 
the horror genre. 
II 
Back at Universal Studios, the production schedule 
planned to enhance the now famous line of monster films . Still 
under contract, James Whale was given the task of creating a 
new horror vehicle for Boris Karloff. The project, entitled The 
Old Dark House, was a stylistic ghost story. Karloffwas cast as 
an uncivilized, mute butler who had devious plans for his 
employers and eventually began terrorizing them, eventually Fig. 52 . "Where 's the monster?" Karlotf in The Old Dark House , 1932 
killing several ofthe family members. The film was released on Halloween, and met mixed 
reviews. One article said of the film, "The ads promoted chills ... but where was the monster?"204 
Having just witnessed the spectacles of Dracula and Frankenstein , audiences wanted another 
203 Skal (200 I), 254 . 
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monster, not a mute, deranged butler. Again, the villain was too close to reality. Carl Laemmle 
Jr. assigned Karl off to just such a role for his next debut. 
Of all the horror films of 1932, The Mummy was by far the most successful and 
significant in maintaining the culture of the monster show. After his performance in The Old 
Dark House , Boris Karloff gave an interview regarding his future in the horror film business. 
Karloffcommented that " I believe Universal plans to give me a variety ofparts ... I understand, 
however, that I am not to be continuously 
distorted by makeup, as in Frankenstein"205 But 
Karl off was wrong in his assessment of his 
position at Universal. He was marketable as a 
monster, not as himself. Moviegoers had been 
pleased with the story of The Old Dark House , 
the reputation of the Universal horror film , Carl Laemmle Jr. ordered a script to be written that 
centered around a real-life event and horror tale, that of the discovery of King Tutankhamen's 
tomb in Egypt in 1922?06 The press had gone crazy over alleged "curse" stories that centered on 
the discoverers of the tomb. Every mishap that befell those involved in the initial discovery was 
transformed into a sensational story that became "evidence" of an ancient Egyptian curse. To 
direct the Egyptian horror film, Laemmle hired Karl Freund, the Prussian-born cinematographer 
of both Der Golem and Dracula. On the set, Freund was very unpopular and disliked. The 
female lead of the picture , Zita Johann, remarked that Freund had "never heard ofthe 12-hour 
205 Vieira, 55 . 
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day."207 He worked the cast from early in the morning to well past midnight each day. 208 
Karloff concurred with Johann, noting that while making the picture "physical exhaustion was 
nothing compared to the nervous exhaustion" caused by Freund.209 Jack Pierce, who had 
revolutionized horror makeup for Frankenstein, was hired again to create the frightening 
appearance of the mummy character. The image ofthe decaying corpse was startling and scary, 
even though it appeared for only five minutes in the film. This was the monster that audiences 
wanted to see. In the film posters for The 
Mummy, audiences saw the return of the monster 
as the main character and hero figure . Audiences 
gave the film a very warm reception at the box 
office. A critic for the Motion Picture Herald 
hailed Universal as the expert in horror when he 
wrote, "When the bats fly low and nights in the 
sky, Universal is at its best."210 Universal 
Pictures was defining itself and its success 
through horror, and reclaiming its position as the 
leader in the monster business. The Mummy 
certainly validated the success of both Universal, 
and the concept of the monster hero in film. In so 
doing, the film strengthened monster show culture and gave audiences another monster-hero to 
immortalize. For Boris Karloff, who was billed as "Karloffthe Uncanny" in the film's posters, it 
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permanently categorized him as the true star of the horror film; he was becoming America's 
most beloved monster. 
III 
Nineteen thirty two was a year of validation for the horror film. The near dozen horror 
films that premiered in 1932 corroborated that Dracula and Frankenstein were not flukes; they 
were the beginning of a new genre which was embedding itself within the culture of American 
cinema. In 1932, Americans went to see movies, but they also went to see monsters. 
The films of 1932 also created a culture within the horror genre that promoted and 
encouraged experimentation and innovation. There was no systematic formula for the 1932 
horror film; each one was different and set itself apart from its predecessors of 1931. That being 
said, there clearly were things that worked, and things that didn ' t in 1932. While there was no 
systematic formula, there was a basic one that was developing. This would be a tremendously 
important aspect of the horror films to come after 1932. If we think of the enthusiastic 
receptions that greeted Night of the Living Dead (1968) or The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974) 
in our modern era, we must see the foundations of their success lying in the films of 1932. 
Most importantly, 1932 horror films solidified the culture of the American monster show 
culture. The most popular horror film of 1932, The Mummy, was triumphant precisely because it 
gave American audiences what they enjoyed: a hero of a monster. Monster show culture came to 
reward American monsters with fame and prominence. Count Dracula, the Frankenstein 
Monster, and the Mummy were not only monsters; they were the stars of their own films . 
Americans wanted to see them more than any other supporting cast member. When viewing a 
horror film within monster show culture, Americans were free to express themselves, and their 
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infatuation with the macabre. In a period of uncertainty, Americans still wanted to be scared. 
Fear is something that is very complex within American culture and certainly within the horror 
genre. Monster show "fear" is that of humor, adrenaline, and empowerment. By dressing up as 
monsters, Americans took control of their cinematic experiences, and of their own wants and 
desires. In movie palaces from New York to Los Angeles , monsters brought people together. 
While these monsters were often the walking dead, U.S . film studios had made them distinctly 
American. The horror film made these American monsters heroes in their own right; and that 
culture remains incredibly powerful to this day. Together, audiences and studios created a cult 
of celebrity around horror film stars and created a culture that celebrated the macabre. 
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Conclusion 
Since their inception in 1931 and 1932, Universal's monsters have gained more 
prominence and legendary status and continue to be marketed to American consumers. Film 
studios have advanced horror beyond the 
movie theatres and created an entire horror 
industry that is successfully marketed to 
everyday Americans. If one goes to the 
Universal Studios theme park in Hollywood 
Fig. 55. "Frankenstein Parking" at Universal Studios, 
California, one will immediately recognize the .__H_o_lly_w_oo_ct_, c_A _____________ _, 
importance and popularity of monster show culture in our modem age. A guest to Universal 
Studios theme park can park his/her car in the "Frankenstein Parking" lot, then board the 
Fig. 56. Halloween napkin-Monster 
Merchandising 
Universal Studio tour tram ride and enjoy a historical overview 
of the studio's "classic monsters." Universal has found that its 
classic monster films are still marketable and very profitable 
and has even expanded its range of monster-themed products. 
The studio sells monster action figures, Halloween costumes, 
masks, busts, comic books, cocktail napkins, makeup, and 
much more. All of these consumer goods are an effort to relive and profit from the classic horror 
films that have never lost their prominence in film history and also to bring "happiness" to the 
American consumer. Americans of all ages have monster action figure collections, buy monster 
masks, and continue to dress up as their favorite horror film stars. These consumer habits 
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suggest that monster-themed merchandise provide consumers with an outlet for fantasy and the 
means of representing their fears and alter..:egos in material terms. Without a doubt, Universal 
Studios and American consumers have created a culture of mass consumption within monster 
show culture. Indeed, they have mutually reinforced one another. 
The horror film, like the horror industry, has continually reinvented itself, to positive 
reception. With the Dracula, Frankenstein, 
Mummy, and Wolf Man series, Universal 
virtually invented the horror sequel chain. 
Despite poor plots and inadequate story lines, 
Universal was able to market these sequels 
successfully. In our modem age of horror films 
Fig. 57. The Monster searched for a mate in James Whales ' 
1935 The Bride of Frankenstein 
and horror sequels, we are still very much moviegoers in the Universal tradition. Since the 
monster is the star, all other elements ofthe film can be sub par. In 
1935, James Whale fused horror with humor with his film Bride of 
Frankenstein, a sequel to his 1931 triumph Frankenstein. The film 
was a rare exception, for it was in many ways superior to the original 
arGtolaf'l,. .... ,&aAUJGGSI . 
• the fAoJIS1BI',...,N.,GIIIOI _ ... ... 
JAMf-.~ ." 
Fig. 58 . Abbott and Coste llo 
Meet Frankenstein, 1948 
film. Whale's film was received as one laced with subtle humor and 
comedy, and indeed it was. While it safely fit within the parameters of 
monster show culture, Whale called upon his own blend of 
heterosexual critiquing, over-the-top characterization, and critical 
gender portrayals to give the movie a comedic edge. Audiences loved 
the mix. Humor proved to fit in perfectly within this film , and it set a 
precedent. In the 1950s, Universal further capitalized on this winning 
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formula with its series of Abbott and Costello films. The first film, entitled Abbott and Costello 
Meet Frankenstein, was advertised just as the classic horror films of the 1930s had been. The 
film starred an aging Bela Lugosi and Lon Chaney Jr., both of whom reprised the roles that had 
made them famous and was incredibly successful in enhancing 
the care·ers of Abbott and Costello, as well as the Universal 
monster brand. Universal made numerous sequels, and 
eventually Abbott and Costello encountered every Universal 
monster, from Count Dracula to the Invisible Man. By and 
large, the films maintained similar plots and themes. In the 
1960s, horror and humor hit television with the series The 
Munsters. The popular series starred Herman Munster, a kindly paternal version of the 
Frankenstein monster; Lilly Munster, a motherly blood sucker; Eddie Munster, a young Wolf 
Man in training; and Grandpa Munster, an elderly Count Dracula-like vampire. The show also 
featured the character of Marilyn Munster as the unsuspecting young niece of Lily Munster. 
Throughout the series, Marilyn remained unaware that her family looked different than she. 
While the rest of the world was horrified by the Munster family and their frightful appearance, 
Marilyn wanted to be like them. In over one hundred episodes, the Munster family took on the 
American nuclear family of the 1960s, often reinforcing it and sometimes criticizing it. Through 
the addition of humor, horror became good clean fun and was able to penetrate film, television, 
and every other form of popular media. Fred Gwynne and AI Lewis, who portrayed Herman and 
Grandpa Munster, respectively, created roles that became immortalized in the horror sitcom 
industry. The series lasted from 1964 to 1966, only to be replaced by another family of ghouls, 
The Addams Family. Alongside Leave it to Beaver and The Andy Griffith Show, American 
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monsters proved that they were just as loveable as "The Beaver" and "good old Andy." Monsters 
had become integral to prime-time television, a sure sign of their mainstream acceptance and 
served up a very unique slice of Americana. 
In the 1970s, horror fans embraced a new American horror wave with films such as The 
Last House on the Left (1972), The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974), and Halloween (1978) . 
These films were all reliant on monster show culture for 
success and prominence, but they were also a dramatic 
departure from the classical horror genre of the early twentieth 
century American cinema. Certainly, women had never had 
equal roles in the horror films ofthe 1920s and 1930s, but they Fig. 60. Sex ual violence in The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, 1974 
were given dynamic, often gender-bending roles in the 1930s horror films, which were not seen 
in the new horror wave of the 1970s. The horror films of the 1970s 
were completely reliant on sexual violence and female oppression. To 
be sure, the woman in the modem horror film had a central role, but it 
was a role that was dependant on her torture and domination by 
"monsters ." In the 1974 Texas Chainsaw Massacre directed by Tobe 
Hooper, the female lead Sally, played by Marilyn Bums, was 
kidnapped by a famil y of deranged 
cannibal men, tortured, and sexually molested. In the final 
scenes of the film, she was bound to a chair, cut repeatedly 
with a razor blade, and hit on the head with a sledge hammer. 
Four years later in 1978, John Carpenter continued the theme Fig. 62. The "good girl" trillllphs, Halloween, 1978 
of female sexual violence and torture with Halloween. In Halloween, there were only two types 
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of women: sexually promiscuous, alcohol-drinking, and drug-using girls, and then there were the 
strict, studious girls who always abstained from sex and drugs. Laurie Strode, portrayed by a 
young Jamie Lee Curtis, was the latter kind of girl, who sat by while her "sinful" friends were 
murdered one by one by the white-masked killer, Michael Myers . One of the most disturbing 
elements of the film is that the deaths of the "bad" girls are almost perceived as warranted, for 
their roles in the film clearly painted them as unsavory women whose behavior necessitated 
some kind of retribution. A March 2008 article in Vanity Fair analyzed the methods and gender 
politics of these new-wave horror directors. In the article, entitled "Killer Instincts," an actor on 
the set of Last House on the Left remembered that, while filming, he "was very mean to the girls, 
so when it came to the rape scene, [the female lead] didn ' t have to act. .. I told her, 'I'm really 
going to fuck you if you don't behave yourself. They'll just let the camera run. I'm going to 
devastate you. '"211 This kind of chauvinistic environment that encouraged sexual violence 
against women continually characterized the sets and productions of the new wave horror films 
and was greatly supported by the new wave directors. It is a strange but accurate statement that 
the golden age for the portrayal women in the horror film crescendos in the 1930s and 1940s, and 
has since deteriorated significantly. Paradoxically, while women have worked tirelessly to 
improve their social positions within American society, the horror film has become increasingly 
reactionary in its depiction of gender. One should note that there has been a good deal of 
scholarship that perpetuates the "last girl" theory of recent horror films. This film theory, largely 
enhanced by film scholar Carol J. Clover seeks to label the " last girl" that survives a horror film 
as a feminist who has escaped male oppression. It is as interesting theory to be sure, but one that 
is totally refuted by this body of work. Even the "last girl" succumbs to men and violence in the 
end: it is called the horror sequel. Heroines who might have escaped death in one film are surely 
21 1 Zinoman , Jason . " Killer Instincts. " Vanity Fair, [March, 2008), 308. 
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likely to be killed of in the sequel, so it is debatable just how significant her survival is in the 
first place. Also, this theory is problematic because it does not account for the sexual violence 
that women submit to while they are still alive in the movie. Nevertheless, it is important to 
recognize that our modern horror films and the symbolisms therein are debated and studied by 
film scholars as outlets of cultural expression. 
One film that departed from the new wave acceptance of sexual violence in the 1970s 
was The Rocky Horror Picture Show of 1975. The film was a fusion of many genres, including 
comedy and science fiction , and remains a particularly good example of monster show culture in 
our modern age. The film has not lost its popularity since its release; in fact it has only gained 
more fans and status. While there are no rules as to how the film must be shown, movie theatres 
~------------------~ 
around the country continue to exhibit it at midnight and audiences 
are encouraged to dress up as their favorite characters from the film, 
complete with props. Many of the main characters cross-dress, 
making the film a campy horror flick, but also an outlet for 
homosexual and lesbian representation. Just as audiences from 1931 
interacted with Dracula and Frankenstein, modern American 
moviegoers interact with The Rocky Horror Picture Show. They 
have incorporated the film within their culture, and thus utilize the movie and its viewing as a 
site of cultural and sexual expression in which they can explore, fantasize and pretend. 
Within the horror genre, these dynamic and diverse environments can thrive and reach 
audiences in a unique way. This is why the horror film is significant to the study of U.S. 
history. Unlike any other country, society, or culture, Americans have immortalized their 
monsters and utilized the movie theatre of the horror film as means for cultural expression and 
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autonomy. From the turbulent years of the Great Depression to the uncertainty of our modem 
world, the horror film has endured and been celebrated 25' CMf J';l' 
in American culture. It will likely continue to do so 
for decades and centuries to come. Both the American 
monster and monster show culture are to be 
understood as cultural institutions. Films come and go 
in Hollywood, but a select few are celebrated and 
remembered as exceptional. We celebrate our classic 
horror films like any other genre, and our American 
monsters enjoy a special place in our culture. 
The introduction for the comic book, The Vault 
of Horror, in 1952 taunted American readers with this Fig. 64. The monster trumps the cover of Mad magazine, September, 1964 
openmg: 
"HEH, HEH. I see you're hungry for horror again . Well , rest assured ... Your 
appetite will be satisfied. In fact, when you're through with this putrid periodical , 
you will have lost your appetite entirely .. . So don't just stand there · 
d 1. c . ,2 12 roo mg... orne m ... 
Americans have remained "hungry for horror" ever since. Fear is a substantial element of the 
horror film, but does not fully explain the cultural influence of the monster in America. Every 
Halloween, children dress up as their favorite monster because they want to be that monster, if 
only for a night. Our monsters are our heroes. They embody our noblest ideals of heroism, 
sacrifice, and courage. They embody our greatest faults: egotism, treachery, greed, and violence. 
And our monsters also comment on social issues like rebellion, social isolation, and pathology. 
212 Skal (200 1), 229. 
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In the history of the American cinema, few figures have been more feared or better liked than our 
American monsters. 
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